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Sefer Yetzirah: An Introduction

W

henever I begin to teach about the Book of Creation, I feel a
kind of anticipatory energy crackling in the air. The book does its
magic, and I witness a kind of surprised excitement on the faces of the
people who are present. They don’t expect ancient words to speak to them
so directly. The text we are reading together is a work of uncanny wisdom.
It teaches that we are a tiny part of a vast unfolding cosmos. Yet it also
teaches that we can create worlds. We can have the peace of a connection
to the larger universe, and the power to access that connection for good.
In these moments, I share the excitement of the people around me and
reflect it back to them. That is why such energy arises when I teach the
Book of Creation.
The Book of Creation, or Sefer Yetzirah in Hebrew, stands out from
most of ancient Jewish literature. Its central focus is a tale of creation:
the making of a unified yet multiple reality. Sefer Yetzirah, in its poetic,
cryptic, carefully structured words, proposes that the many aspects of our
world stem from one creative force. This mystical work probes divine
unity, yet is entirely focused on this world—on water, wind, fire, sky, and
earth. Sefer Yetzirah is at home in the natural world; it is a celebration of
the Place, the sacred universe in which we live.
Sefer Yetzirah’s fundamental claim is that God creates the world
through the Hebrew letters. God engraves each letter as a channel for a
particular energy: the energy of water, say, or of breath, or of the left eye.
Moving through these letters and their energies, the book describes, step
by careful step, the diverse mystery that is creation.
But the book does not only offer a story. Sefer Yetzirah directly
addresses its readers, expecting them to become active participants in
the book’s imaginal incantations, channeling God’s creative energy into
the world. How do we do this? By sounding the letters, by imagining
the images, we tune ourselves to the energies of creation. We become the
network of channels through which divine energy flows into the world.
Two transformative images bind the text of Sefer Yetzirah together.
The first is the image of engraved letters, which appears again and
again throughout the book. Sefer Yetzirah names this network of pathways
Wisdom—an intermediary web of forces through which God creates and
directs the universe. This web of engraved letters becomes a mysterious
sacred text that is no text, but rather the sum total of all that is.
viii
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The second image is the Temple. The Temple (in Hebrew, Beit
haMikdash) refers to the central shrine in Jerusalem—a very specific place,
built by the Israelite kings and then destroyed (in 586 BCE and then
again in 70 CE). Yet the Temple in Sefer Yetzirah is not a building, or any
“place” in the usual sense of that word. It is a sacred architecture of the
universe, a cosmic cube structure, composed of directions and elements.
This Temple contains and protects all creation.
Both of these images, letter-web and cosmic Temple, convey a single
message, which is multiplicity-within-unity, or unity-within-multiplicity.1
The unfolding text relates that there is a single Creator dwelling within
existence, whose creative intention underlies all of the cosmos. This
single Creator acts through a multiplicity of forces, some of which are in
tension with one another. These forces are natural yet also divine: they
are intermediaries, or channels, between the Creator and the creation.
This multiplicity of forces includes the twenty-two Hebrew letters and
the ten sefirot or cosmic dimensions, and is structured in the shape of a
Temple—a cube with opposing walls. In this cosmic Temple, the many
forces combine to create a textured, multi-voiced oneness.

A Return from Exile:
Sefer Yetzirah Embraces the Cosmos
That these two images, letters and Temple, appear as equally
important throughout Sefer Yetzirah is profound. These two intertwined
images are a reconciliation of two conflicting Jewish themes: sacred text
and sacred space.
In biblical Israel, Israelites used the Temple and other shrines
as places to worship God. Later, the Jews who evolved from the exiled
Israelites and returned from exile, faced with displacement from their
land and the destruction of their Temple, turned to sacred text in order to
keep their faith and identity. Having lost their sacred shrine twice, they
focused on Torah as a portable gateway to holiness. Sanctity came to dwell
in books and commentaries rather than in embodied places. Yet there
continued to be a longing for a sacred place. Sometimes this longing
was contained in prayers for the restoration of the Temple in messianic
times, poems lamenting the Temple’s loss, or mystical visions in which a
heavenly Temple still existed.
Whoever wrote and/or edited Sefer Yetzirah chose an expansive way
to relate to the Temple: they re-imagined the Temple as the entire world.
They were not alone in seeing the Temple as a physical echo of the world:
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Midrash Tadshe, a Talmud-era collection of writing, sees the pillars, washbasin, and altar of the Temple as representations of the mountains, the
sea, and the earth.2 But Sefer Yetzirah went one step further: it hinted at
the Temple not as a symbol of the cosmos but as the cosmos itself. The
Temple was not and could not be lost. It was all around, always. The
Temple that had stood in Jerusalem was only one manifestation of a
Temple created at the beginning of time and present throughout all of
human experience and history. Kabbalah scholar Elliot Wolfson describes
the Temple imagery in Sefer Yetzirah as “a way to depict the topography of
the divine realm precisely in the absence of an earthly Temple.”3
Yet Sefer Yetzirah did not reject the Torah as a vehicle for holiness.
Like other rabbinic texts in which Torah is a cosmic document and a
pattern for the world, Sefer Yetzirah understood text as a way for God to
write the world. Sefer Yetzirah departed from the usual rabbinic narrative
in which Torah was the world’s pattern. Instead, the texts within the
book focused on the individual Hebrew letters as dynamic elemental
forces. Thus, Sefer Yetzirah stayed bound to text while also binding itself to
a holy physical world.
Scholar A. Peter Hayman (hereafter called Peter Hayman) believes
that in its essence Sefer Yetzirah is trying to move away from the image
of the Temple toward the alphabet as the defining source of Jewish
spiritual wisdom. The alphabet cannot be taken away by the conquerors,
and therefore it is preferable to the Temple as a source of holiness. In
Hayman’s view, Sefer Yetzirah insists that the Temple was never important.
Hayman writes: “…the author is deliberately exchanging an old, wornout symbol for one which he thinks has greater durability.” 4
But Sefer Yetzirah is not rejecting the Temple per se. Rather, the text
enacts the belief that the physical Temple was always a microcosm of
something larger: the universe. The destroyed Temple is only one face of a
Temple that is as huge as the world and can never be destroyed. The book
does not reject the Temple but rather enlarges it. In fact, scholar Rachel
Elior believes that it was precisely Jewish priests, expelled from service
in a physical Temple, who disseminated the idea of the cosmic Temple
throughout the exiled Jewish communities.5 It is this cosmic Temple that
Sefer Yetzirah pairs with the sacred aleph-bet as the two primary images of
divine creation.
By weaving together sacred text with sacred world, Sefer Yetzirah
offers a healing for the rift between the Jewish people and the earth that
began when Jews went into exile. This ancient work rejects the duality of
x
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text and world. Instead, the book joins the two together, combining the
power of word with the power of matter. For Sefer Yetzirah, the primary
way for humans to relate to the world is not through revealed law or
story, but through wonder at the intricacies of the universe.
What could be more relevant to today’s world than an active practice
of knowing ourselves as part of the diversity of creation? What could
be more in sync with ancient mysticism and current science than an
understanding of creation as a network of intertwined energies of which
we are a necessary component? What could be more relevant to us than
a path to value our literacy while also reconnecting to body experience as
a primary form of human knowing? Sefer Yetzirah offers us, too, a return
from exile: a return from our twenty-first century exile from the earth,
the body, and physical experience. Ecofeminist thinker Lachelle Schilling
writes: “The earth never runs out of messages. But humans as a species
have lost touch with this reality. The majority of the human population
lives in urban areas where we consume and live processed lives… How
can we think of what we do not encounter?” But Sefer Yetzirah gives us a
way to encounter the world.6

Sefer Yetzirah as Ritual Script

As a teacher of Sefer Yetzirah for over fifteen years, I have taught it as
a text and also engaged it as a discipline. Using the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, Sefer Yetzirah creates a language to orient the practitioner to the
architecture of creation. This architecture then becomes a frame within
which individuals can transcend their ordinary consciousness and tune
into the cosmic reality. That is, the book is not primarily a source of
ideas. It is primarily a sacred practice. As kabbalah scholar Marla Segol
writes, it is a “ritual script.”7
Sefer Yetzirah offers brief, poetic statements, some of which tell a
story, some of which describe the cosmic architecture, and some of which
invite us into practice. The ritual script alternates between descriptions
of God’s actions (e.g., “God engraved”), descriptions of the multiple
categories of letters and/or creation (“three mothers, seven doubles, and
twelve simples”), and instructions to the reader (“restrain your mouth
from speaking”). The descriptions and instructions sometimes interweave,
suggesting that the narrative must be punctuated—or enacted—by action
from the reader. The book appears to define a space within which the
reader-participants can have a sacred experience in which they encounter
“their society, their cosmos, and the powers that generate and sustain
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them,” which, according to anthropologist Victor Turner, is one of the
functions of ritual.8
Folklorist Lauri Honko has written that ritual “implies the defense
of the world order…by imitating sacred exemplars, the world is prevented
from being brought to chaos.”9 The ritual of Sefer Yetzirah, using God the
Creator as a sacred exemplar, is a defense of the world. By frequently
focusing on the “seals” and “boundaries” of the cosmic Temple, the reader
reifies and thus strengthens the protective boundaries of creation. And,
by learning God’s language for creation, readers/participants in the text
learn a language for our own creative desires.
Finally, the book seeks to create resonance between human and
divine. Bobby Alexander, a scholar of ritual, suggests that “a ritual is
a planned or improvised performance that effects a transition from
everyday life to an alternative framework within which the everyday is
transformed.”10 The text of Sefer Yetzirah seeks to move the reader from
an “everyday” state to a state in which all is connected through a web of
divine energies.
In service to the practice that is Sefer Yetzirah, the text invokes the
infinity of space and time, the majesty of lightning, the fecundity of water,
the ephemerality of breath, the shape of the human hand, the power
of a single syllable. These images are meant to reveal and illuminate.
Throughout this commentary, we will explore these images, relate them to
the larger picture of the book, and engage them as practices to transform
our consciousness.

Where the Book Comes From and Where It is Going

The book that has come down to us as Sefer Yetzirah is difficult to
place in space or time. This is partly because of how unusual it is. Scholar
Itamar Gruenwald writes that “The book occupies a kind of spiritual
isolation that is positively unique in the history of Hebrew literature.”11
There is very little literary context to help us establish the book’s milieu.
Scholars have argued considerably about the book’s date and about
who wrote it and why. Legend attributes the book to Abraham, the
patriarch of Genesis.12 Yehudah Liebes dates it to the first century CE,
immediately after the Temple’s destruction.13 Some Jewish commentators,
such as Shlomo Pines, believe the original version was written in the
second century CE, at the time of the Mishnah.14 Still others, such as
Gershom Scholem, place the date in the third to sixth century,15 noting
xii
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that the Hilchot Yetzirah or Laws of Creation, an otherwise unknown
magical text, is mentioned in the Talmud:
What magic is permissible? The kind performed by Rabbi
Hanina and Rabbi Oshaya, who spent every Sabbath eve
studying the Hilchot Yetzirah, and by means of which
they created a third-year calf and ate it. 16
This text refers to a book with a title similar to Sefer Yetzirah, a book
that instructs sages in magical creativity. Some believe the book of magic
mentioned in the Talmud is the same as Sefer Yetzirah. Others believe the
two are not connected. Still others believe that some core material from
the Mishnaic period might have made its way into later versions of the
book.
However, many scholars convincingly date the book from somewhere
between the sixth and ninth century. Marla Segol proposes a fifth to
seventh century date, observing that the Hebrew poet Eliezer ben Kallir
of seventh century Palestine seems to mention Sefer Yetzirah or a similar
text in his poetry.17 The date Segol proposes is also the same period
during which the Jewish magical items known as incantation bowls were
produced in Mesopotamia. The language of Sefer Yetzirah has something
in common with these bowls, as a number of scholars have noted and
as will be discussed in later sections of this commentary.18 I find Segol’s
theory compelling and tend to believe the dating she proposes is correct.
However, still other scholars, such as Peter Hayman and Elliot Wolfson,
date Sefer Yetzirah to the ninth century, just prior to Saadya Gaon’s writing
of a commentary on it.19 Some cite parallels with Arab Muslim science as
support for this theory.20
To place the book in space is also difficult. Scholars have placed
the writing of Sefer Yetzirah in the land of Israel, in Egypt, or in north
Mesopotamia.21 Tzahi Weiss, in his recent book Sefer Yesirah and Its
Contexts, identifies a Mesopotamian/Syriac origin for Sefer Yetzirah, citing
textual parallels with Christian Syriac texts. Weiss believes the book
was written not by the same Jews who wrote the Talmud, but by Jews
more distant from rabbinic Jewish life (that is, Jews whose lives were not
guided by Talmudic law and discourse). Weiss writes: “Sefer Yetzirah is not
similar to rabbinic literature with regard to its style, makes no mention
of rabbinical figures, differs completely in its method of presentation,
and makes minimal use of biblical sources as prooftexts… Sefer Yetzirah
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does not express an attraction, acceptance, rejection, or opposition toward
rabbinic literature, and as such, it is a non-rabbinic Jewish composition.”22
It does appear that Sefer Yetzirah has little in common with rabbinic
works such as the Talmud. Though its texts cite the Bible, the book
pays little attention to the art of interpretation so beloved by rabbinic
Judaism. It also seems to reject the notion that rabbinic law is a cosmic
institution that supersedes natural realities, proposing its own cosmic
realities instead.23
Texts in Sefer Yetzirah do occasionally make reference to rabbinic
stories. For example, we see in one Talmud text a story about creation
through letters. In this story, the artist Betzalel uses letters to create the
Tabernacle, echoing God’s process of creating the world through letters:
“Betzalel understood how to combine the letters by which the heavens
and earth were created.”24 An identical method of creating by combining
letters is at the core of Sefer Yetzirah’s claims.
Yet the book’s main concerns are not rabbinic. Sefer Yetzirah is
uninterested in Torah commentary, rabbinic prayer, law, or parables.
As Peter Hayman writes, “[The author] never mentions Moses or his
Torah, has no interest in ethics or apparently in the national dimension
of Judaism, and hardly ever quotes Scripture. His is a Judaism with
no historical dimension.”25 Joseph Dan concurs: “There is in this book
no mention of the uniqueness of the Jewish people… there is not one
judgment in the book that divides between Jew and non-Jew.”26
Nor does the book present itself as a journey through the heavens,
as some Jewish mystical literature does; it is a text anchored in physical
reality. Sefer Yetzirah’s way of communicating is poetic and incantational
rather than narrative-based or law-based. Its text offers us a direct
transmission of a sacred practice. This type of communication is unheard
of in rabbinic Jewish life. We are dealing with a text that is an outlier, from
an author or authors with an unusual perspective on Jewish tradition.
No one can even agree on the genre of the text. Jewish sages of
previous generations—Saadya Gaon most notable among them—read the
book as a work of philosophy and science. Some recent scholars, such
as Gershom Scholem, Peter Hayman and Marla Segol, have seen it at
least partly as a work of magic, noting the parallels between the structure
and content of Sefer Yetzirah and magical rituals in the ancient world.27
It has even been presented as a work of linguistics. Still others claim
that Sefer Yetzirah is the forerunner of classical kabbalah, and attempt to
harmonize its teaching with the teachings of the Zohar. Aryeh Kaplan
xiv
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is most notable among contemporary scholars who take this approach,
and his book Sefer Yetzirah: The Book of Creation in Theory and Practice has
inspired many modern readers.28
To create this translation, I have had to take a position on many of
these issues. Yet I am less a scholar of Sefer Yetzirah than a lover of it. I
read Sefer Yetzirah in my own context as a ritualist and poet. The moment
I encountered this text, I knew I had come home. To me, the book offers
a sacred experience of the elements that make up our planet and our
bodies. It has a powerful Jewish perspective on universal mysteries, a
perspective that references Jewish ideas and also reaches beyond them.
The text brings together the Bible and Hebrew language with an attitude
that embraces the world and all of its multiplicity and wonder. This is
exactly the way I want to be addressed as a spiritual person: not only as a
member of a tribe, but as a person in need of transformation.
While I’ll refer often to scholarship in working with the book’s
text, my intention is not to provide a critical commentary but to explore
Sefer Yetzirah as a vehicle for spiritual experience, theological depth, and
creative expression. My experience, after seeing the excitement the book
generates in those who encounter it, is that the ideas and practices this
book holds can transform the lives of others as it has transformed mine.

Sefer Yetzirah as a Composite and Changing Text

In order to translate any text, a translator has to choose what text to
translate. In this case, that’s not an easy choice.
There are three basic versions or “recensions” of Sefer Yetzirah, and
each one has a different text. These versions are known as the Short
Recension, the Long Recension, and the Saadyan Recension (named for
the commentator that offers it, the tenth century CE Jewish philosopher
Saadya Gaon). Even within these versions, there are variations.
All of these texts may not be the “original” Sefer Yetzirah. The
Long Recension has significant material that is not in either of the
other two recensions and it is clear that this version contains added
materials from later generations. Scholars debate the extent to which
the Short and Saadyan Recensions were altered by scribes, editors, and
commentators. Scholars often use the manuscripts of the three tenthcentury commentators on Sefer Yetzirah—Saadya Gaon, Dunash ben
Tamim, and Shabbetai Donnolo—to compare the versions of the text that
the commentators had before them.29 These medieval commentators also
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were aware of differences in various manuscripts, which they attributed
to faulty transmission of the original text.30
Many contemporary critical scholars believe that Sefer Yetzirah,
even in the earliest form we can discover, is a composite of several texts.
Kabbalah scholar Gershom Scholem, for example, believes that Chapter 1
was appended to the book, and is from a different author than much of
the rest of the book. Scholar Ronit Meroz identifies three different texts
from different authors, edited together by the author of the third text.31
Others, like Elliot Wolfson and Peter Hayman, suggest that we cannot
confidently separate the text into its original strands, as there likely
was significant editing of the book prior to the first manuscript we have
available. The differences in early manuscripts compound the problem
of fixing an actual text. For these reasons, Elliot Wolfson memorably
has referred to Sefer Yetzirah as “textual chaos.”32 Wolfson adds: “It is not
accurate, in my opinion, to speak of a date of composition of this work,
nor is it particularly helpful to speak of an author.”33
In spite of these controversies, readers should not despair. It is still
true that there are core images and ideas that carry through the entire
text. The Hebrew letters, elements, directions, and “realms” of space,
time, and soul appear over and over again, structuring our perceptions
and addressing our imaginations. While the variant manuscripts can
make interpretation of the text somewhat difficult, ideas in the text still
come through with bracing clarity.
Peter Hayman, a translator of and commentator on Sefer Yetzirah, has
made an effort to determine the “earliest recoverable text”—though he
states that the earliest/original text is not recoverable, given the layers of
additions and edits that seem to have occurred prior to the first manuscripts
of Sefer Yetzirah that we have.34 Hayman writes: “The manuscript tradition
of Sefer Yetzirah is too varied and inconstant for anything like a definitive
edition to be produced.”35 Hayman analyzes all of the existing manuscripts
to arrive at this earliest recoverable text. In this commentary, we will
mostly work with Hayman’s “earliest recoverable text” as our version of
Sefer Yetzirah. We will take this route to avoid some of the later additions
to the text, and to keep Sefer Yetzirah as simple and close to its origins as
possible.36 (Where I have diverged from Hayman’s “earliest recoverable
manuscript” to include material from the Short Recension, this has been
noted in the commentary.)
That being said, we cannot fully put ourselves in the original context
of the book. Tzahi Weiss has noted that the book is hard to read precisely
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because we have so little indication of its cultural context.37 Our only
option is to read it, not as the authors would have read it, but as we are
able to read it, with our own set of perspectives and concerns. This book
has much to say to the modern reader; I encourage you, the reader, to
read it as if the book is speaking to you. The book is in fact speaking to
you—inviting you on a spiritual journey.

The Structure of Sefer Yetzirah

Sefer Yetzirah has six chapters.38 Each chapter focuses on a particular
element within the web of channels that create the world. The first chapter
offers an introduction and also deals with the sefirot, ten dimensions of
reality that structure the universe. The second, third, fourth, and fifth
chapters deal with the Hebrew letters. Chapter 2 deals with the letters as
a whole; Chapter 3 with the three “mother letters” Aleph, Mem, and Shin;
Chapter 4 with the seven “double letters;” and Chapter 5 with the twelve
“single letters.” Chapter 6 provides a conclusion, with a few new twists,
including the announcement that Abraham used the spiritual methods of
Sefer Yetzirah in order to come close to God.
Sefer Yetzirah is written in short paragraphs that contain poetic and
often cryptic language. Each chapter (except Chapter 6) has a particular
phrase that marks the sections of that chapter. In addition, various catch
phrases such as “God engraved and carved…,” sprinkled throughout the
text, serve to unify the language and ideas of the chapters. There are
also many lists: of letters, attributes, directions, etc. These lists serve to
emphasize the structured diversity of God’s world. Some chapters also
contain comments that address the reader, inviting engagement with the
book’s mysteries.
Marla Segol has suggested that the taglines of Sefer Yetzirah—the
phrases that mark each paragraph as part of a particular chapter—create
a ring structure: the book begins with a prologue, moves to the center
of the ring, then circles back to the beginning of the ring—the whole
structure ending with an epilogue.39 The ring structure “instructs the
reader to visualize the structure of a narrative.”40 Segol suggests that this
ring structure indicates the book has a magical purpose: “a mythological
narrative describing a cosmology and providing instructions for acting
on it.” 41
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The Realms, Elements, and Directions

Sefer Yetzirah’s fundamental guiding image is unity within
multiplicity, multiplicity within unity. While dualities (such as good and
evil, beginning and end) do appear within the text, ultimately all dualities
are part of a larger multiplicity generated by God’s unified creative power.
Sefer Yetzirah has a language for this multiplicity within unity, and the
language is that of realms, elements, and directions. These categories,
which are intertwined with the Hebrew letters and the sefirot or cosmic
dimensions, are a way of depicting how multiplicity, structured by unity,
is the architecture of the cosmos. Sefer Yetzirah explains with precision the
diversity of forces in the world and how they work together to achieve
God’s intended creation. There are three categories that we see over and
over again as Sefer Yetzirah lays out a diagram of creation for us.
THE REALMS

Sefer Yetzirah divides reality into the three basic realms of existence:
space, time, and body-soul (olam, shanah, and nefesh). (Although nefesh is
often understood to mean soul, in Sefer Yetzirah it appears to mean the
entire human being, especially the body—just as it does in certain places
in the Bible. We will discuss this further in Chapter 1.) Sefer Yetzirah refers
to these three realms as “books” or “witnesses.” These three realms of the
universe—space, time, and human experience—provide the fundamental
playing field on which creation can unfold.
In Chapter 1:7, the ten sefirot or cosmic dimensions of beginning/
end, good/evil, up/down/east/west/north/south, combine to create the
three realms of time, person, and space. The sefirot are divinely emanated
forces that seem like rays or fields, moving out from the sacred center
and structuring the universe into its component parts. Each pair of sefirot
combines to create one of the realms—beginning and end joining to make
time, for example. In the commentary on Chapter 1, we will discuss how
kabbalists in later Jewish generations will use the language of sefirot to
speak about their own cosmological system. However, for now, we will
focus on the role of sefirot in creating the realms of the cosmos.
We also see references to the three realms in other parts of the text.
In Chapter 3:9, the three mother-letters manifest in different ways in the
realms of space, time, and body; in Chapter 4:3 and 5:3, the seven double
letters and twelve simple letters also manifest in the three realms. In
Chapter 4:6 and 6:2, the three realms are called three “witnesses,” each
set aside by itself, yet each part of one mysterious cosmic fabric.
xviii
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This threefold nature of reality is a kind of space-time-person
continuum. Chapter 1:1 names these realms sefer, sfar, and sippur. Sefer,
“book,” is space; sfar is number, which is time; and sippur is story, or
human experience. The three realms are all named for variations on the
single root saper (to tell). This suggests that a unity underlies them all
even though they are different. Einstein, who theorized the space-time
continuum, would have been proud (and the modern quantum physicists
who include experience as an underlying determinant of reality would be
even more proud).42 Ultimately, God is the one who weaves the realms
together into a perceivable world. These realms are the “books” God
writes. The text/world is an “engraving” of God’s intention into the fabric
of existence.
THE ELEMENTS

Reality also manifests in elements: air, water, and fire (sometimes
joined by a fourth element: divine breath). In Chapter 1, the elements are
another manifestation of the sefirot. These elements proceed directly from
the Divine. Divine breath breathes out air, which in turn gives rise to
water and fire. The elements are a division of God’s energy into primary
forces that interact dynamically with one another to produce diversity
within the physical world. Scholar Ronit Meroz writes: “It would appear
that the incorporation of various elements, both primary and secondary,
is responsible for the functioning of this world.”43
In Chapter 3, the elements are “mothers” or matrices for the
substances of the world. The mother-letters Aleph, Mem, and Shin are
identified with air, water, and fire. The elements provide fundamental
structures within the larger realms of space, time, and body. They manifest
as sky, earth, and atmosphere; the days, months, and seasons; and the
limbs and organs of the human body.
In Sefer Yetzirah, as we shall see when we delve into the texts, the
elements are not symbols or abstract ideas. Water is water. Fire is fire.
These entities are building blocks for a natural world that is in intimate
dialogue with the Divine. Sefer Yetzirah means for us to see divine creative
presence in the physical substance of our world.

THE DIRECTIONS

The six directions—up, down, east, west, north, and south—appear
three times in Sefer Yetzirah. In Chapter 1:8, the directions appear as the
six sefirot that define space. In Chapter 1:13, they appear as the six walls
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(including the floor and ceiling) of the cosmic Temple. In Chapter 4:2,
the directions appear as six of the seven double letters, marking the walls
of the cosmos (the seventh letter is the sacred center). For Sefer Yetzirah,
the directions are an expression of unity-within-multiplicity. A building
cannot exist without its walls, and the unified world cannot exist without
its multiple directions.
The text’s focus on the elements and directions invites us to
concentrate on nature as a site of sacred experience. To contemplate
ourselves and our world as made of water, fire, and wind is to give
spiritual power to the physical landscape.

The System of Elements and Directions

The elements and directions are so important to Sefer Yetzirah that it
duplicates them in its thought-system. 44
Consider that there are two versions of the sefirot:
DIMENSIONAL VERSION (1:7)

Beginning 			
Good				
Above				
East				
North				

End
Evil
Below
West
South

ELEMENTAL VERSION (1:13-1:16)

Divine Breath			
Water				
Above				
East				
North				

Breath
Fire
Below
West
South

Each of these versions includes the directions. One of the versions
contains the elements, while the other contains the components of time
(beginning/end) and body-soul (good/evil). To state what centuries of
kabbalistic commentary have obscured: the two versions don’t match.
Now we have to also note that in Chapter 3, the three mothers (Aleph,
Mem, and Shin) denote the three elements of air, water, and fire. Thus,
they overlap with the elemental version of the sefirot. Further, in Chapter
4, the seven double letters (bet, gimel, dalet, kaf, peh, reish, taf) are identified
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with the seven directions. Thus, they overlap with the dimensional version
of the sefirot. So, we have further inconsistency in the text.
The conflicting versions of the sefirot stem from the earliest
manuscripts of the text that we have.45 So it seems that the multiple
renditions of the sefirot are a feature of the older versions of the text
rather than a later addition or commentary. It seems that Sefer Yetzirah
is integrating elemental/directional systems that differ slightly: one has
four elements (divine breath, air, water, fire) and one has three (air,
water, fire). The book also does not agree on a directional system: in
Chapter 1 there are six directions (north, south, east, west, up, down)
and in Chapter 4 there are seven (the first six plus the center). Further,
one system names the elements as sefirot and one names the elements
as mother letters; one names the directions as sefirot and one names the
directions as double letters. Why all this confusion?
Contemporary scholars agree Sefer Yetzirah is a composite text,
bringing together passages from different writers at some point before
the text we now have. This suggests that several Jewish writers, writing
at a similar time and place, are similar enough in their outlook to be
working on the same problem: the nature and identity of the dimensions
and elements of creation. This may hint at a group of Jewish practitioners
in Mesopotamia who used dimensional, directional, and/or elemental
language to express their view of the cosmos and whose views could be
edited together to produce Sefer Yetzirah. One wonders if multiple ideas
about the dimensions and elements of the universe could have become
the multiple versions of the sefirot that exist in Sefer Yetzirah.
What seems to matter to the authors/editors of Sefer Yetzirah is not
complete consistency, but rather that the elements and directions have
an important role in divine creation. By emphasizing the elements and
directions as part of God’s world, Sefer Yetzirah telegraphs its sense that
the world is a diverse yet ordered place, and an adept can understand the
world via a knowledge of these component parts.
The language of elements and directions may seem foreign to the
Jewish mythos. However, Jews, like others in the ancient world of the
Mediterranean, spoke of four elements. The Book of Ecclesiastes lists the
four elements of earth, sun, wind, and water in its opening chapter:
One generation goes and another comes,
but the earth remains the same forever.
The sun rises and the sun sets
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And returns Shining to where it rises.
Blowing northward, turning southward,
Ever turning blows the wind,
The wind returns on its whirlings.
The rivers run to the sea, but the sea is never full.
To the place from which the rivers flow,
There they return again.46
Much later, in the tenth century CE, the philosopher Maimonides
explicates the elements as the building blocks of matter: “There are four
bodies, and they are fire, air, water, and earth. They are the foundation
of all that is created beneath the sky.”47 Yet rather than four elements,
Sefer Yetzirah has three elements (air, water, fire) and sometimes includes
divine breath as a fourth rather than earth.
The reason for this departure from the four-element system is
unclear. One possibility is that for Sefer Yetzirah, the mobility of the
elements is fundamental: “God’s word in them is running and returning.”
Earth may have been eliminated from the taxonomy of elements because
it seems solid, not mobile. The elements need to be able to “flow” through
the channels of the letters so they can act in the world. Perhaps for the
author(s) of the text, air, water, and fire feel more in sync with this
“channeling” than earth. Sefer Yetzirah likes its elements fluid, able to
move through the engraved channels God has made for them.
Or, it may be that the three-element ayurvedic system from Hindu
thought somehow influenced the writing and practice of Sefer Yetzirah. In
the Hindu medicine system known as Ayurveda, vata (air), pitta (fire), and
kapha (water, which has an earthy quality) are the primary energies, or
doshas. There are obvious similarities to Sefer Yetzirah, since the element of
water (as embodied in the letter Mem) also includes earth. There has been
speculation that ideas from India made their way into Sefer Yetzirah, and
this could also explain the three-element system.48
Yehuda Liebes notes that Chapter 1 of Sefer Yetzirah seems to try to
square a three-element system (air, water, fire) with the more common
four-element system. The passage does this by dividing air into two: ruach
hakodesh (holy spirit or holy wind) and ruach meruach (wind from wind or
breath from breath). Thus, air has a human and a divine element.49 The
text preserves the fluidity of the elements while adding a fourth element
to satisfy those who want a four-element system.
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Later, the kabbalah comes to use the language of elements and
directions to talk about multiple, dynamic aspects of God—and reverts
to the idea of four elements. For example, the Zohar describes the four
elements of earth, water, air, and fire, in addition to the four directions,
as divine forces:
Fire, air, earth, and water are the sources and roots of
all things above and below, and on them are all things
grounded. In each of the four winds these elements are
found: fire in the north, air in the east, water in the south,
earth in the west…50
The kabbalistic use of elements and directions to name divine forces
at least partly derives from the language of Sefer Yetzirah. Indeed, the later
kabbalistic texts incorporate Sefer Yetzirah’s specific teachings around the
elements. This beautiful passage from the Zohar describes God’s creative
process and includes the three elements.
The world did not come into being until God took a certain
stone that is called the foundation stone and cast it into
the abyss so that it held fast there, and from it the world
was planted. This is the central point of the universe,
and on this point stands the holy of holies… The stone
is compounded of fire, water, and air, and rests on the
abyss. Sometimes water flows from it and fills the deep.
The stone is set as a sign in the center of the world.51
In this thirteenth century kabbalistic text, we see the three-element
structure as well as the notion that there is a sacred center to the cosmos.
As we will see in Chapter 1, the story of the stone that seals the cosmos
is relevant to Sefer Yetzirah in more ways than one.

A Single Master Rules Them:
How The Letters Build the Temple
We have said early in this introduction that one of the foci of Sefer
Yetzirah is the letters as engraved channels for divine creation, and the
other is the cosmic Temple constructed by God via the realms, elements,
and directions. These two foci do not remain as separate strands, but come
together at various points throughout the book. We can therefore say that
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Sefer Yetzirah has one integrated theme: a cosmic Temple constructed of
engraved letters.
In the various chapters of Sefer Yetzirah, each of the Hebrew letters
has a “primary” manifestation. For the mother letters Aleph, Mem, and Shin,
the primary manifestation is the elements (air, water, and fire). For the
double letters, the primary manifestation is the states of being described
in Chapter 4: life/death, wisdom/foolishness, sovereignty/slavery, etc. For
the simple letters, the primary manifestation is a human faculty: sight,
hearing, speech, etc. The letters are also channels for a variety of forms
in space, time, and the human body.
In addition to these primary and secondary manifestations, each
of the Hebrew letters also occupies a specific place in the cube-shaped
cosmic Temple. The simple letters provide the “borders” or lines of the
cube. The double letters provide the faces of the cube, identified with the
directions of north, south, east, west, up, down, and the center. Thus,
these letters manifest as components of the Temple that is the universe.
In 3:3, a brief poetic text describes the mother letters as follows:
“Fire above, water below, and wind in the middle.” We could read this
as a description of the basic components of the cosmic Temple: three
horizontal sections: above, below, and middle. The mother letters provide
the inner layers of the Temple, with the double letters and simple letters
providing the cube that surrounds these inner components.
Thus, the entire aleph-bet (a system of writing/meaning) is also a
building (the cosmic Temple). Temple and sacred text are not, in the view
of Sefer Yetzirah, a tension between two kinds of sacred practice. They are
one and the same.

Sefer Yetzirah and Magic

In my view, when I envision the Book of Creation, I see it as a
mysterious tome that, when one opens it, reveals a portal to another
dimension. Sefer Yetzirah doesn’t mean to be a “book” as we understand
books. It means to be a doorway into the deep structure of creation. It
names the ingredients God uses to build the world, and the way in which
those ingredients are to be combined. Gershom Scholem writes that Sefer
Yetzirah “may conceivably have been intended as a manual of magical
practices, or at least as a statement of general principles” of Jewish magic.52
The use of the term “magic” is difficult because “magic” is partly a
political term, often used to marginalize those whose ritual work is not
affiliated with societal authority or norms. Contemporary anthropologists
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have noted that what is called “religion” and what is called “magic” are
not as distinct as once thought; these terms are often used to reify societal
authority (e.g., a clergyperson, a representative of religious hierarchy,
performs “ritual” or “prayer,” but a witch, a marginalized spirit worker,
performs “magic.”) 53
Yet some have tried to specify traits associated with magic. Emile
Durkheim understands religion as service to the group, while magic serves
the individual.54 Or it may be that magic arises in response to a specific
situation, individual or communal. Yuval Harari cites Misha Titiev as
claiming that “religion serves the entire community,” while magic is
“critical ritual activity that follows from crises or concrete and actual
needs. It serves those who experience such needs; the entire community,
or as is usually the case, individuals in it.”55
Magic may also implicate the spiritual power of human beings.
Dorothy Hammond writes that “Magic represents the human power to
act in order to influence and change reality.”56 Rebecca Lesses defines
magic as a ritual performance used to gain power. This definition too is
relevant, as Sefer Yetzirah includes ritual “performances” meant to align
with God’s creative power.57 Sefer Yetzirah does seem to offer the possibility
that individual humans can act to create, just as God has created. That
Sefer Yetzirah addresses a single active reader (rather than a collective
nation or tribe) is consistent with a magical outlook.
Marla Segol writes: “The texts of Sefer Yetzirah prescribe meaningful
action.”58 Each letter in the book has a specific power that God uses to
channel particular creative events. The book directly invites the reader to
also make use of these specific powers, prescribing the letters as creative
forces. The combination of letters, described in Chapter 2:4, seems to be
a creative act: a ritual that grants creative and protective power to human
beings. This apparent magical purpose of the book feeds the later Jewish
lore that claims the book can be used to make a golem, an artificial
person. 59
One clear reference to magic in Sefer Yetzirah has to do with an act
called “sealing.” God “seals” the universe using the letters of the divine
name, and God also seals various aspects of the universe using letters. We
will discuss this sealing activity in depth as we dig into Chapter 1, but for
now, let us note that sealing is a term that means “to activate a magical
spell or protect it from interference or disruption.”60 The term “sealed”
is used frequently in the corpus of Mesopotamian Jewish incantation
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bowls: magical items, texts inscribed into bowls, which are created for the
purpose of protecting a home or individual from evil forces.
God’s sealing of the world, as Hayman has pointed out, identifies
God as a magician.61 According to Sefer Yetzirah, God is using a magical
technology to protect the universe and keep out chaotic disruptions. It
makes sense that the reader is also supposed to take the book as a primer
on how to seal spaces and protect them. This suggests that the authors
of Sefer Yetzirah who introduced this imagery of thought themselves as
magicians just as much as scholars.
But the greatest “magical” act of the book is returning the Creator to
the proper place. We might understand this “return” as the full connection
between the multiplicity of creation and the Creator’s oneness. In other
words, the Creator is in the right place when the Creation is fully (and in
the human case, consciously) in connection with the One.
How is the book’s magic relevant to us? David Abram writes: “What
is magic? In the deepest sense, magic is an experience. It’s the experience
of finding oneself alive within a world that is alive.”62 It is this kind of
magic that resides within Sefer Yetzirah. As the book describes the mysteries
of the cosmos, it invites us to be alive within a living world.

Sefer Yetzirah and Contemplation

The magical premise of Sefer Yetzirah is complicated by its equal
focus on contemplation. Much of the practice Sefer Yetzirah offers the
reader has to do with disciplining the consciousness. Aryeh Kaplan
writes: “Sefer Yetzirah appears to be an instructional manual, describing
certain meditative exercises.”63 Perhaps the most obvious example of this
is in 1:5, where the text says:
Stop your mouth from speaking
and your heart from murmuring
and if your heart runs
return to the place…
Anyone who meditates can relate to the way that the mind runs away
from the meditative focus (whether the breath, an image, a chant, etc.)
and pursues its own mundane line of thinking. The work of meditation
is to interrupt this obsessive inner monologue, pull the mind back and
attend to the meditative focus. For most of us, this push-and-pull will
occur many times during the course of a meditation sit.
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Sefer Yetzirah seems to know all about this. In order to contemplate
the images and ideas of the book, the passage seems to suggest, we must
become accustomed to returning our focus when the mind chatters. The
Buddhist concept of “mindfulness” has something in common with this
idea. 64
The phrase “return to the place” is particularly poignant, since the
word “Place” in rabbinic Hebrew can also refer to God. To return to the
place is to return to the Divine, who is the ultimate focus of attention.
And, to return to the place is to return to where we left off—to come back
to what we had intended to do. Finally, to return to the place is to become
at home in the universe: to be situated in space, time, and body.
Other passages in the book relate to contemplative practice, such as
the instruction to combine all twenty-two letters in a “revolving wheel,”
reciting all of their possible combinations. This process is similar to
meditation techniques in which a complicated and repetitive thought
activity (such as a mantra) provides a focus for the mind so that the
practitioner can reach a meditative state. The combination of letters that
Sefer Yetzirah uses as a core practice also has a meditative component.
These meditative techniques may be related to Jewish mystical
practices such as Hekhalot mysticism, a second- to fifth-century practice
of “ascent” which involved intense visualization.65 Like Sefer Yetzirah,
Hekhalot mysticism involved the visualization of a divine building (though
in that case the building was otherworldly rather than this-worldly).
Some scholars are convinced that Sefer Yetzirah was partly influenced by
meditative ideas and practices from India,66 so it is possible that some of
the book’s texts may resonate with Hindu meditative practice as well.
Once we understand that meditation is also a focus of the book, we
can see that many passages in the book are images to contemplate. For
example, in 2:5, a passage relates that God “formed great pillars out of
air that cannot be grasped.” This profound image makes a connection
between the intangibility of air and the solidity of matter. Images like
this can serve as a focus for contemplative practice, and this commentary
has used the text’s images in that way.
Sefer Yetzirah is so relevant today partly because it offers a unique
Jewish entry into meditation. The meditation that Sefer Yetzirah offers is
a clearing of the mind, followed by allowing the book’s sacred images
to pour into the consciousness. We might say that the “engraving” or
“hollow” aspect of Sefer Yetzirah is particularly associated with meditative
practice, which requires “hollowness.”
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Ronit Meroz, in supporting her theory regarding multiple authors
of Sefer Yetzirah, identifies two voices in the text, one with a “magical and
activistic spirit” and one with a “visionary and meditative spirit.”67 These
two spirits indeed seem to be intertwined within the book. We therefore
cannot speak of the work as being either meditative or magical, but must
expand its genre to include both at the same time.

Why Sefer Yetzirah Is Not the Same
as the Later Kabbalah
The reader may be thinking that Sefer Yetzirah is a work of kabbalah
and has the same philosophy as other books of kabbalah. However, this
commentary, unlike some others, departs from the notion that Sefer
Yetzirah and the later kabbalah contain the same ideas. Sefer Yetzirah has its
own version of Jewish mysticism, which is both similar to and different
from the kabbalah, which came centuries later.
The kabbalah is exemplified by the composite work known as the
Zohar, written in thirteenth-century Spain, and by later writers and
thinkers who built on the Zohar’s ideas. The kabbalah has a vision
of God in which the Divine has many diverse components from utter
transcendence to complete immanence, from masculine to feminine,
from generous love to severe judgment. The kabbalah also has a view of
the cosmos in which humans play a role in redeeming a broken universe.
Like Sefer Yetzirah, the kabbalah understands God and the world as a
continuum of being rather than completely separate entities. The Zohar,
the Sefer haBahir, and other kabbalistic works frequently refer to terms
used in Sefer Yetzirah, such as the sefirot or divine dimensions. Indeed,
scholar Yehuda Liebes asserts that the kabbalah began in commentaries
on Sefer Yetzirah.68
The most popular contemporary translator of Sefer Yetzirah, Aryeh
Kaplan, has presented Sefer Yetzirah as many have understood it: as a
work of kabbalah. Kaplan works hard to identify all of the concepts of
Sefer Yetzirah as kabbalistic concepts. Already by his second page, Kaplan
is referring to the Zoharic sefirot (chesed/love, gevurah/judgment, etc.)
as identical to the sefirot of Sefer Yetzirah.69 For Kaplan, there is little
distinction between the ideas of Sefer Yetzirah and the ideas of the classical
kabbalists. Kaplan’s reading is consistent with much of Jewish mystical
tradition, which assumes that the thought of Sefer Yetzirah is the same as
the thought of the Zohar and beyond.
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However, if one looks at the plain text, Sefer Yetzirah isn’t consistent
with later kabbalah. For example, the sefirot of Sefer Yetzirah are dimensional
and/or elemental aspects of the universe: north, south, beginning, end,
air, fire, water, etc. The sefirot of the Zohar (which doesn’t mention
the word sefirah though it uses the concept) are anthropomorphic: love,
rigor, compassion, etc. They are dimensions of the universe, but they are
personified in ways the sefirot of Sefer Yetzirah are not.
The Zoharic sefirot can manifest physically (as water, fire, etc.) but
they are primarily located in the hidden worlds; the physical world is a
veil for the true reality. This is not true in Sefer Yetzirah. When Sefer Yetzirah
speaks about the sefirot as water or air or time or space, it means to address
actual water, air, time, and space—the sefirot are physical entities, and
there is no veil between them and us. These two ways of understanding
the sefirot, while they have some similarities, are fundamentally different.
When we force Sefer Yetzirah into the categories of later kabbalah, we miss
some of its message.
Even the kabbalistic commentaries on Sefer Yetzirah have trouble
identifying the terms of Sefer Yetzirah with the terms of the Zohar. For
example, Isaac Luria posited that the kabbalistic sefirot of Keter (crown, or
divine will) and Malkhut (sovereignty, or divine presence/sacred feminine)
corresponded to Sefer Yetzirah’s sefirot called Good and Evil. Rabbi Moses
Cordovero believed that Chochmah (wisdom, or male principle) and Binah
(understanding, or female principle) correspond to Good and Evil, and
Rabbi Abraham ben David of Posquieres suggested that Chesed (love) and
Gevurah (judgment) were Good and Evil.70 The lack of consensus suggests
that the two sefirotic maps don’t match easily at all.
And the similarities matter, too. Many ideas from Sefer Yetzirah did
enter the later kabbalah. Sefer Yetzirah situates God at the center of the
universe, not outside it. The kabbalists would absolutely agree: they see
the divine in the world, and often use natural images (such as tree, earth,
ocean) to speak about aspects of God. The Zohar, like Sefer Yetzirah, speaks
of dualities and tensions that are resolved into oneness. Sefer Yetzirah’s
imagery of God as male and Wisdom as female, Divine Artist as masculine
and Mother elements as feminine, finds a new expression in the later
kabbalah: the Zohar describes a full-blown relational drama between
the Holy One and the feminine Divine Presence, or Shekhinah, who
is the Holy One’s creative partner. The kabbalah surely resonates with
the dance between unity and multiplicity that Sefer Yetzirah describes—
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kabbalists speak of God and the world as multiple and unified at the
same time.
Centuries of kabbalists drew diagrams and wrote commentaries to
explicate Sefer Yetzirah in the light of kabbalistic understanding.71 This
history matters—and it largely won’t be surveyed here. There are many
other books that detail how to fit Sefer Yetzirah into kabbalistic thought.
This commentary will explore Sefer Yetzirah as a unique spiritual worldview
and practice, different from Jewish texts composed in later times and
places. We’ll note some similarities to kabbalah, but we won’t dwell on
them.

Sefer Yetzirah and Gender

We’ve just noted that the male-female dance hinted at in the pages
of Sefer Yetzirah had a significant impact on later Jewish mystics. One of
the unusual facets of this ancient text is its inclusive and positive view
regarding feminine entities. While Sefer Yetzirah doesn’t have any “women”
in a personalized sense, its female elemental beings are a surprising and
fascinating addition to Jewish tradition. In this paradigm, the masculine
offers the One and the feminine the Many.
Sefer Yetzirah genders God as male (the verbs and nouns referring
to God are masculine). In order to create the world, God interacts with
Chochmah/Wisdom, an entity that embodies the pathways of creation.
Biblically speaking, Chochmah is a female-gendered entity, as we’ll
discuss when we get to the commentary on 1:1. In Sefer Yetzirah, Wisdom
is also a multiple entity, composed of many paths. God and Wisdom
partner to create reality. Ronit Meroz too has noted that in Sefer Yetzirah,
God uses an intermediate feminine entity to aid in the creative process.72
Meroz calls this view “binitarian.” She elaborates that Understanding,
or Binah, is the mediatrix of creation, the second power in the universe.
But God’s collaboration with the feminine doesn’t stop there. God also
interacts with the female elements of air, water, and fire: “Three Mothers,
Aleph, Mem, Shin: the Divine engraved them, carved them, permuted them,
weighed them, transformed them, and with them depicted...”73 The three
mothers act as a whole to build the primary systems of space, time, and
body. They are a set of creatrix powers, acting together to produce the
world. Like Wisdom, they are a feminine, multiple force. The phrase
“three mothers” (shalosh imot) echoes the Talmudic phrase “four mothers”
(arba’ah imahot) referring to Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, and Leah. Thus, the
elements are identified with the matriarchs of the people. The “mothers”
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are God’s partners in creating the space-time continuum and bringing
the world into being.
In the section of Chapter 1 where the first four sefirot are described
as elements, they too are feminine, grammatically speaking. The ruach
Elohim chayyim or “breath of the living God” takes a feminine gender,
as do the arba ruchot or four winds. The “waters” are feminine plural,
which is even more striking since “waters” in Hebrew are masculine.
And the fire too is feminine. So it is not only the mother letters that are
feminized, but the elements as a whole. And all of these elements are
vehicles for divine creation.
The female elements exist in relationship to one another, combining
to create the diversity of reality. They remind one of the matronae in
Northwestern European mythology: ancestral mothers depicted in groups
of three, whose feminine powers manifest in a group, never by themselves.74
The feminine is multiple; the masculine singular. The Artist partners
with the multiplicity of the elements to make the world. Throughout the
narrative, the male Creator and female elemental mediatrix-powers have
no apparent conflicts. The One and the Many cooperate.
At no point in the corpus of Sefer Yetzirah is the female demonized.
God “engraves” and “carves” these entities, which might render them
passive (and maybe eroticized). Yet the feminine entities also create and
form, which makes them active as well. We could view the elemental
mediatrix-powers as subordinate to God, but we could also view them as
partners with or even aspects of the Divine, since it is said of the sefirot
that “their end is imbedded in their beginning” (i.e., the sefirot have their
source in God).
This gender cooperation seems to extend into the human realm. In
3:9, the human aspects of male and female are mentioned in connection
with the human body. It is striking that one gender is not prioritized or
elevated over another, nor are the genders presented as adversaries. Sefer
Yetzirah’s earliest strata are comparatively free of the misogyny that often
besets rabbinic text.
We should note that there are three male entities mentioned in a
few places in Sefer Yetzirah, called the fathers. One version of the beginning
of Chapter 6 reads:
These are the Three Mothers, Aleph Mem Shin, and from
them were born Three Fathers, and they are air, water,
and fire, and from the Fathers, descendants.
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Scholar Peter Hayman notes that the place of the “fathers” in the
cosmology in Sefer Yetzirah is secondary and inconsistent. In most places
in the book, the mothers are synonymous with the elements; yet in
Chapter 6, it is the fathers who hold the powers of air, water, and fire.75
Hayman’s research suggests that the father letters are a later addition.76
They may well be an editorial product of discomfort with the book’s focus
on mothers as primary cosmic forces. Yet the original gender dualism of
Sefer Yetzirah seems not to be between “mothers” and “fathers” but rather
between God and the elements.
This creative dialogue between a single male creator and a multiple
elemental mother-web clearly influences later kabbalah. The Ein Sof (God’s
infinite transcendence) is generally described as singular and masculine.
Shekhinah, the immanent divine feminine, is sometimes described as
singular and sometimes as an embodiment of multiple entities—one of
Her names is Keneset Yisrael (the community of Israel).77 The Shekhinah’s
nature is close to the physical world, and in that sense. She is similar to
the “elements” in Sefer Yetzirah. In one Zohar text, Shekhinah distributes
divine radiance to all of God’s creation, and in this way she is similar to
Wisdom in Sefer Yetzirah, who distributes God’s creative powers among the
multiple entities that exist. 78
Other sacred systems depict the feminine as a multiplicity, or
multiplicity as feminine. For example, while Hindu gods like Vishnu and
Shiva are generally understood as separate personalities, the goddesses
(Kali, Durga, Lakshmi, etc.) are often understood to overlap.79 We have
already mentioned the matronae of Central Europe, and can also include
the disir (Norse female ancestor spirits), who always act in a group rather
than singly.80 The Iyaami of Yoruba tradition are creatrix goddesses and
female ancestors, honored as a group. 81
The multiplying done by many female bodies as they give birth,
and the erotic entering of female bodies which also implies multiplicity,
must be some of the underpinning for this way of thinking. Philosopher
Luce Irigaray has identified similar themes in the understanding of the
feminine, suggesting that the feminine, as it manifests in European
thought and experience, is in the state of “never simply being one.”82
Irigaray adds, in response to a questioner who asks if she is a woman: “‘I’
am not I, I am not, I am not one…”83
The multiple feminine gives us, perhaps, another way of perceiving
the Divine and the cosmos. While we wouldn’t want to reify this view
of the feminine in a gender essentialist way (i.e., men are “one” and
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women are “many”), we might in fact learn from Sefer Yetzirah about how
to think about God as an organic many-faceted Being in addition to a
singular Person. In this view, all of the elements we encounter in the
world around us are a necessary part of the divine whole.
The reader in Sefer Yetzirah is grammatically gendered male (and,
like God, engages in a dance with the feminine letters and elements).
However, in several places, Sefer Yetzirah matter-of-factly acknowledges
that humans come in a variety of genders, as when 3:2 states that human
forms come in “male and female.” Given that Jewish magical practitioners
of the time were indeed male and female (the Talmud, for example,
makes the negatively charged statement that “most women are witches”
and records the actions of sorceresses), it is not impossible that Sefer
Yetzirah imagined readers of different genders exploring the book. Sefer
Yetzirah’s comfort with the feminine is an intrinsic part of its worldview.84
It is not impossible, given the magical culture the book seems to arise
from, that women contributed to the culture out of which the book was
written, or even the content itself, in some way.
This exciting possibility is part of what makes the book so fresh and
relevant in our own day.

Tome and Tale: The Structure of this Book

The translation offered here is meant to highlight the poetic,
magical, incantational nature of the text. Finally, this book will offer
visualization practices that explore the text on an imaginal level.
The current commentary will have four basic parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A Hebrew text, largely based on Hayman’s “earliest recoverable
version”
A translation of that text
A commentary, using the traditional Jewish method of singling
out certain phrases within the text to explain and discuss
Visualization practices for each passage

The intention is for readers to be able to move at will between
reading the text on their own, exploring and understanding the various
aspects of that text, and finding images within the text to work with as
consciousness-changing practices. Thus, the current commentary invites
readers on a journey that is imaginal rather than solely intellectual. As
Yehuda Liebes writes: “Human creation… is not just catharsis in the
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creator’s soul. It returns and participates in the creation of the world.”85
The commentary and practices offered here attempts to capture Sefer
Yetzirah’s way of seeing: that we and everything around us are channels
for creative forces much larger than ourselves.
Pillars carved in air, divine dwellings floating in space, elements
entwining to make worlds—these are healing images. Our society as a
whole is so disconnected from the cosmos, and Sefer Yetzirah is a vehicle
for reconnection. Physicist Karen Barad writes: “What makes us think
that matter is lifeless to begin with?”86 In Sefer Yetzirah, all substance is
alive, dynamic, and filled with holiness. The world becomes a book to be
opened.

A Note on the Translation

I have attempted to understand the language of Sefer Yetzirah in
the context of the concepts it appears to be describing. That has meant
making careful choices about words—sometimes choices that depart from
how the book has usually been translated. These choices have been a
conscious process over time as I have read, taught, and worked with the
book.
For example, I have rendered the word nefesh as “body-soul.” Most
translators choose “soul” which is generally what nefesh means in much
of Jewish literature. Yet Sefer Yetzirah describes the nefesh as having limbs
and organs, and is clearly referring to the body. “Soul” doesn’t seem to
convey the plain meaning of the text. And, biblically speaking, the word
nefesh often means “body” as well as life-force or spirit.87 However, Sefer
Yetzirah likely doesn’t mean to exclude the meaning of “soul”—especially
since the dimensions associated with nefesh are “good” and “evil,” terms
which have ethical as well as experiential components. So I have chosen
this unusual translation of nefesh to reflect the full implications of the
word in its context in Sefer Yetzirah.
I also have made some language choices in order to try to convey the
evocative wordplays of the Hebrew, such as “tome, tally, and tale” to echo
the relation between the words sefer, sfar, and sipur/book, number, and
story; or “engraved law,” to convey the Hebrew chok—which means “law”
but comes from the word for “to engrave.” While the sound and meaning
plays in the Hebrew are hard to convey in English, I’ve made some effort
to do so where it seems particularly important.
In other places, it’s been impossible to find English that will convey
the polysemy of the text. So I have sometimes used italics to indicate a
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second meaning of a word. For example, b’milah is translated “in word/
in the genitals” to indicate that milah means both word, and circumcision
(implying the phallus). Similarly, I’ve translated boryo (its clarity) as
“its clarity/its absence” to include both of the meanings I understand in
that word.
I’ve also tried to keep the translation close to nature rather than
abstract. In service to my understanding that Sefer Yetzirah is attempting
a spiritual exploration of the physical world, I have used “sky” (instead
of “heaven”) for shamayim, and “air” or “wind” (instead of “spirit”) for
ruach. I’ve used “void” for blimah instead of something more abstract like
“nothingness.”
I have made other translation choices in order to accommodate the
sensibilities of contemporary readers. For example, I have attempted to
render many depictions of God gender-neutral. Sometimes this has meant
using “God” in place of He or His, and sometimes it has meant using
a gender-neutral Their. This is not entirely at odds with the text itself.
Although Sefer Yetzirah does refer to God with masculine verbs, often the
masculine pronoun (He, or the Hebrew Hu) is missing. This skipping
of the pronoun is grammatically correct and not uncommon in Hebrew,
but the complete absence of the word Hu to describe God is striking. My
conclusion is that gender is somewhat de-centered in Sefer Yetzirah, and so
I have de-centered it in my text as well.
However, in Chapter 1:9-12, I have kept the male and female genders
as they appear in the Hebrew, in order to make clear the relationship the
book posits between the (male) creator and the (female) elements. There
is a subtle erotic relationship being implied between these entities, and
their gender specificity is part of this erotic relationship.
And, in Chapter 1:9-12, I have chosen to capitalize the pronouns of
both the divine creator and the elements. Since in the Book of Creation
the Divine and the universe are interwoven, the elements are also aspects
of the Divine. It could be said that the God of Sefer Yetzirah, who is both
the creator and the created world, has a composite gender—we might say
that the “She” that describes the elements is as sacred as the “He” that
describes the divine artist. So, in that section, I have capitalized the Shes
and Hers as well as the Hes and Hims in order to emphasize this. This
is particularly appropriate since in 1:9, the text foregrounds “the holy
spirit/breath,” (ruach hakodesh) which in Hebrew is a feminine term for
the Divine.
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In general, my intention is a poetic translation that is accurate to
the Hebrew and gives imaginal opportunities to the reader. I have tried to
explain the more unusual translation choices in the commentary so that
readers will understand (if not always agree with) what I have done. My
hope is that the translation will convey the feeling as well as the meaning
of Sefer Yetzirah.

Sefer Yetzirah and the Contemporary Mystic

My experience of reading and working with Sefer Yetzirah is that it
awakens my inner knowing in profound ways. As I have offered practices
based in Sefer Yetzirah to others, I have seen how it affects them as well.
This translation and commentary arises not only from intellectual interest,
but my experience that the book heals and transforms.
When I offer visualizations that arise from the imagery of the book,
people have powerful experiences. For example, when contemplating the
text “The One formed matter out of void… and carved great pillars of
air from air that cannot be grasped,” one person reported seeing the
multiplying of the structures of creation until they became the whole
world. When contemplating the phrase “the transformation of life is
death” one person saw life arising out of death and death arising out of
life: the two forces sustaining one another.
The three mothers—Aleph, Mem, and Shin, or air, water, and fire—
have become an important part of my personal practice. Breathing air
into the chest, water into the belly, and fire into the head is a way I
center myself and find peace. Sometimes the Aleph, Mem, and Shin look
like elements, sometimes like people, and sometimes like letters. The
three mothers have become a way I access divine presence wherever I
happen to be.
Often, when I lead a simple meditation that invites people to locate
themselves in space, in time, and in their bodies, people report feeling
grounded and calm in a way that surprises them. And when, in a group,
we practice intoning the six combinations of the divine name that seal
the six directions, people find themselves feeling more comfortable and
connected in the space we are in. Even reading a passage aloud together
creates a tangible impact on whatever group I’m in.
My experience is that, put simply, Sefer Yetzirah works. It connects
people to themselves and to the cosmos, just as it claims. One of my
students has said: “This book got inside me.” I hope you, readers, will
find voices in this text that speak to you and awaken your vital powers.
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Visualization Practice
Using Sefer Yetzirah

V

isualization of divine mysteries—the ten dimensions, the wheel of
twenty-two letters, the pillars made of air—seems to be a fundamental
part of the texts of Sefer Yetzirah. Within its cryptic verses, the book invites
not merely study, but contemplation. This commentary therefore attempts
to treat the book as a visualization practice as well as a text.
The practice of visualization—opening to internal imagery as part of
a meditative state or trance—is already present in biblical narratives. In
the Bible we see prophets having visions. Examples of this are as diverse
as Jacob’s dream of the ladder between heaven and earth in Genesis 28;
Moses seeing God’s back in Exodus 33; Elijah’s vision of the earthquake,
fire, and wind in I Kings 19; Isaiah’s vision of an angel bearing a coal
in Isaiah 6; or Ezekiel’s vision of the divine chariot borne by angelic
creatures in Ezekiel 1. Israelite contact with deity is often surrounded by
powerful imagery, despite the disembodiment of the Hebrew God. Even
as the transmission and study of sacred texts became a primary way to
encounter the Divine, there continued to be a strong element of visionary
prophecy in biblical sources.
Post-biblical Jews continued to develop a visionary practice and
literature. At the turn of the millennium (100 BCE-1000 CE), Merkabah
(chariot) mystical texts, based on Ezekiel’s vision of the chariot, detailed
journeys to hidden worlds. The sub-genre of Hekhalot literature—a
genre of Jewish texts in which the narrator takes journeys to heavenly
realms—is part of this literary and spiritual phenomenon. Consider the
apocryphal book of Enoch, in which a human has the opportunity to
walk through heavenly storehouses and palaces of angels. The Talmud
too contains moments where sages have visions, as when Rabbi Chananya
ben Teradyon, tortured and martyred by the Romans, sees the letters of
the Torah flying off the burning parchment.1
Sefer Yetzirah, while its imaginal vocabulary is different than the
elaborate heavenly visions of Merkabah literature, also participates in
this visionary tradition. Chapter 1 offers us diverse images from the ten
sefirot rushing like a whirlwind to the flame imbedded in a fiery coal to
the engraving of the four winds of heaven. The images in 2:3 of letters
fixed within a turning wheel, or the fiery pillars of air in 2:5, seem meant
to be envisioned. These images not only mean something, they offer an
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experience, a way of coming close to mystery. We might say that these
images are healing: they integrate us, transcend our contradictions, open
us to a deeper vision of ourselves and the world.
The imaginal world of Sefer Yetzirah later becomes part of the imagevocabulary of the kabbalists of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and
beyond. Images of Hebrew letters, of sacred elements and directions
forming a cosmic architecture, and of divine energies surging along
multiple pathways spill over from Sefer Yetzirah and into the kabbalistic
works called Sefer haBahir (twelfth-century Provence) and the Zohar
(thirteenth-century Spain).
The Zohar in particular is filled with powerful dreamlike images
that invite the reader to see concrete visions of the sacred: roses, birds,
towers, gazelles, mirrors, moons, and a whole host of ways of seeing the
hidden world. Melila Hellner-Eshed has discussed how the practice of
visualizing is at the heart of the Zohar: the initiate is characterized by an
“ability to employ a special kind of seeing… The maskil [initiate] knows
how to look within the Bible in such a way as to gain access to the
mysterious secret world.”2
Later kabbalistic texts and practices also offer entry into this
mysterious world. The circle of Isaac Luria (1534-1572) in Safed in the
sixteenth century engaged in visualization as part of their approach
to kabbalah (for example, by seeing a verse of Scripture shining on
someone’s forehead).3 Luria’s student, Hayyim Vital, reports visits to
female visionaries like Francesca Sarah who could assure him of the state
of his soul based on their dreams and inner sight.4 Hasidic masters like
the Baal Shem Tov also engaged in meditation and visioning. Jonathan
Garb’s book Shamanic Trance in Modern Kabbalah notes the ways that
kabbalistic and Hasidic visionaries are similar to indigenous shamans in
their understanding of vision as a way to enter the spirit realm.5
Much Jewish visualization practice was lost in the vast cultural
disruptions of the twentieth century: the Holocaust, Jewish migrations
from Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East, immigration to America,
etc. In more recent times, Jewish meditation teachers, sometimes
influenced by the meditation traditions of the East, have done a great
deal to revive these practices of visualization. Recent authors who offer
such practices include Jay Michaelson, Tirzah Firestone, Leah Novick,
Jeff Roth, and many others.6
Colette Aboulker-Muscat (1909-2005), a kabbalist born in Algeria who
lived most of her life in Jerusalem, was adept at kabbalistic visualization
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techniques and has deeply influenced modern Jewish visualization
practice. Catherine Shainberg, Madame Colette’s student, still teaches
visualization in Colette’s lineage, and the visualizations in this book are
partly inspired by her teaching, particularly her development of brief,
clear, sensuous images and her use of the outbreath to stimulate focus
and inner vision.7 Shainberg’s method of breathing out before and after
visualization has been used consistently here. Aryeh Kaplan, through his
translation, commentary, and meditative practices, did much to bring Sefer
Yetzirah and other Jewish visionary texts into the contemporary practice
of Jewish meditation.8 His influence can also be felt in this book, which
attempts a fresh approach to the meditative aspects of Sefer Yetzirah by
offering clear and simple images that arise out of the text, for readers to
contemplate.

The Intent of Visualization

As we have noted in the introduction, Sefer Yetzirah focuses not simply
on the enlightenment of the seeker, but on aligning with the cosmos.
The book even seems to imply that the practitioner can affect creation
as a whole. Thus, the intent of the imaginal practice of Sefer Yetzirah is
somewhat different than “mindfulness,” inner calm, or the other internal
benefits we usually associate with meditation—though these benefits do
also accrue when we work with these images.
How are we to evaluate the claim that generating internal imagery
will have an impact on the world? Here, I can only offer my own
experience of the impact these images make. The imaginal world of
the Sefer Yetzirah echoes a cosmic whole: it describes a soup of elements,
dimensions, directions, and channels which, when they come together,
manifest a single Creator’s intent. When I know myself as part of that
whole, my thoughts, feelings, actions, and relationships are transformed.
For centuries, Jews believed that Sefer Yetzirah could be used to create a
golem, a living being summoned by the powers of the letters. If there is a
golem I am trying to create, it is myself—myself in deeper connection to
the universe. If Dorothy Hammond is correct that “magic represents the
human power to act to influence and change reality,”9 then my experience
of Sefer Yetzirah is magical: I have a greater ability to influence my reality
when I work with the images in this ancient book.
One practice Sefer Yetzirah asks of the reader is extensive letter
permutation—I have placed the instructions for this practice in an
appendix, since it is time-consuming, and challenging for non-Hebrew
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speakers. Instead, I have created a kind of midrash, an interpretive take,
on the images that arise throughout the book. I have tried to illuminate
the incantational, ritual, magical nature of Sefer Yetzirah, and tap into its
extraordinary power to open the consciousness. My hope is that these
imaginal practices capture some of the spirit of this enchanting, wise and
poetic text.*

Engaging the Practice

Imaginal practice is not the same as fantasizing or daydreaming.
When we allow imagery to arise using a visioning practice, we are
attempting to discover what is real and true for us, using our imagination
as a lens. Some believe this imagery comes from God, or Spirit, or the
ancestors. Some understand the imagery as coming from the depths of
our own knowing. It doesn’t matter so much where you think the imagery
comes from as long as you are able to trust the process.
West African shaman Malidoma Some has pointed out that Western
analytical education makes it difficult to engage in visionary practice.10
We aren’t accustomed to thinking that what we experience on the inside
is “real.” Some people don’t trust their imaginations, or think they are
“making things up”—and therefore have trouble entering the world of
spirit in a meaningful way. Others find internal images to be destabilizing
or scary and thus shy away from them. Doing this work is relatively easy
for some, and very hard for others. Go at your own pace and trust yourself
about what you need in order to make the practice work for you.

How to Visualize

First, one has to disengage the conscious mind from its usual
function. We do this by withdrawing attention from external stimuli, and
from the internal monologue to which most of us are accustomed. In this
way, we make space for powerful images and experiences to arise. We
encourage the mind to make this shift via a meditational focus: breath,
chant, an image, etc.
Paying careful attention to the physical sensation of breath is a way to
shift the mind away from its usual concerns. Traditions around the world
use breathwork as a way to enter a meditative state. The visualizations in
this book begin and end with an invitation to focus on the breath. Some
readers may only need to pay attention to a few breaths before dropping
into a deeper state. Others may wish to concentrate on the breath for a

* Please visit ReturnToThePlace.com for more resources.
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longer time before engaging the visualization. This is a matter of personal
preference and need.
When you are ready to do the imaginal work, you can read the
visualization first, close your eyes, and then recall its different steps to
yourself. Or, you can head to the website associated with this book, and
listen to the recorded visualizations as you meditate with your eyes closed.
Don’t worry too much if your inner vision starts to diverge from the
offered imaginal practice. The goal here is for you to interact with the
images of Sefer Yetzirah in your own way.
Engaging the visualization relatively quickly allows for spontaneous
generation of images rather than a process in which the rational mind
gets involved. In other words, one wants to be surprised by what one sees,
feels, hears, etc., rather than consciously inventing what one experiences.
“Making it up” (i.e., listening to your imagination) is fine, but don’t edit:
the first image you experience is probably the thing you should stick
with, even if it seems strange or silly at first.
When you are finished with the visualization, it’s good to focus
on the breath for a few moments to take in what you’ve experienced.
Afterward, you may want to journal, record your impressions, or talk with
someone about what happened. Like dreams, visualizations can be hard
to remember unless you record them in some way.
These journeys depend on the imagistic language of Sefer Yetzirah
so they often use the language of seeing, looking, etc. If the visual isn’t
your best meditative mode, or you’re not a sighted person, please feel free
to revise the journeys accordingly to focus on the senses that are right for
you. And, there are many journeys that invite the use of other senses as
well.
If you find an image-journey that you like, you may want to make
it a daily practice. For example, every night my daughter and I visualize
breathing the three mothers, Aleph, Mem, and Shin, into our bodies. We
imagine the personas of air, water, and fire entering our lungs, bellies,
and minds, offering us healing, grounding, and inspiration. We do this
just before sleep, as a calming practice. It’s been an important part of her
childhood; she says she’s going to teach it to her children.
You can also create your own visualization journey. You can read
one of the passages of Sefer Yetzirah aloud to yourself and then meditate
on it in a freeform way. Or you can listen to a recording of your favorite
passage and meditate as you listen. The words of the book are rich and
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deep, and you can generate many powerful inner images just by listening
to it.
In the contemporary world, there is too little that enchants us.
You are invited to open the Book of Creation just as one would begin an
adventure: with commitment, excitement and curiosity. May you be
transformed by the journey.
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Chapter 1:1 · The Three Books
שלשים ושתים נתיבות פלאות חכמה
חקק יה
יהוה צבאות
בשלש ספרים
בספר וספר וסיפור
Wisdom’s thirty-two marvelous paths
Yah engraved—
the Becoming One who holds many—
within three books:
tome, tally, and tale.

A

t the beginning of the story, we come upon a mysterious scene: God
as engraver. The image evokes the engraved letters in the stone
tablets of the Ten Commandments. But the tablets here aren’t stone, and
the letters aren’t merely letters. Rather, the divine Artist forms a universe
by engraving “marvelous paths” into the substance of reality. We might
imagine looking down each of these paths, and getting a glimpse of the
diversity of God’s creation.
These paths exist within three books. This implies that the paths
are words—though of course, the words aren’t merely words, and the
books aren’t merely books. The books, it turns out, are dimensions of the
cosmos: space, time, and body/soul. Each book helps to define and order
the world that God creates.
If we open these three books that God engraves, multiple paths
beckon like trails in a secret garden. We peer down these wondrous
engraved paths, wondering what we might find there. Whole worlds
unfold from the paths God has engraved. This is, in some way, similar to
the process by which imaginal worlds unfold from the words we read on
a page. At the same time, it is similar to the worlds that unfold from the
turns we take on a forest trail. We discover, to our astonishment, that we
are reading and journeying at the same time.
2
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Sefer Yetzirah, the Book of Creation, tells a story about God. Yet it also
assumes a reader. It seems this reader is a traveler of worlds, a seeker
who wants to understand the mysteries of creation. The book invites this
reader to trace the energies that enliven all of the cosmos, and thereby
become a creator as well. The reader is us—the book will soon make that
very clear, by addressing us directly.

Wisdom’s Thirty-Two 		
Marvelous Paths

שלשים ושתים נתיבות
פלאות חכמה

The first passage of Sefer Yetzirah lays out before us a network of
paths: the thirty-two “paths” by which the Divine creates the world.
Thirty-two indicates the twenty-two Hebrew letters—each one a channel
for divine creation—plus the ten sefirot or cosmic dimensions.1 Each of
these paths is engraved within one or more of the three books of space,
time, and body/soul.
The thirty-two engraved paths, by definition, have a hollowness
to them. They are meant to channel a force from the Creator: call it
intention, energy, or will. The thirty-two channels for this divine energy
are “Wisdom’s marvelous paths” or “wondrous paths of Wisdom.” But
who is Wisdom, and why do these engraved paths belong to Her?
To a reader of the Bible, Wisdom is a familiar character. In the
Book of Proverbs, Wisdom (Chochmah) is a mysterious feminine figure,
God’s witness at the dawn of creation:
God created me at the beginning of his path,
as the first of God’s doings of old.
At the world’s beginning, I was formed:
before the beginning, older than the first things…
I was there when God fixed the skies in place
And inscribed the horizon on the face of the depths,
When God set the firmament above,
and strengthened the fountains of the deep…
I was with God as a nursling,
a daily delight,
rejoicing before him at all times,
rejoicing in the globe of his world,
and humankind was my delight…
Now, children, listen to me:
happy are those who keep my ways.2
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Wisdom is “a tree of life to those who hold on to her, and all who
take hold of her are happy” (Proverbs 3:16-17). As “tree of life,” Wisdom is
one of the sacred trees of the ancient Near East, akin to the Tree of Life
in the Garden of Eden. She is related to the long line of tree goddesses
of the region—particularly the goddess Asherah, often depicted as a tree.3
Wisdom is nurturer and lifegiver. She is also God’s consultant on the
process of creation. And she is a guide to humankind: “Through me kings
reign and rulers decree just laws… happy is the one who listens to me, for
the one who finds me finds life…”4
Wisdom’s paths wind throughout the book of Proverbs. “Her ways
are pleasant ways, and all her paths (netivoteha) are peace.” Wisdom stands
at the crossroads, “the house of paths” (beit netivot).5 This word, netivot or
paths, is the same word Sefer Yetzirah uses to speak of the thirty-two paths
that God engraves. The paths, the netivot, are the many interwoven aspects
of Wisdom. The world is a “house of paths,” a place of Wisdom’s ways.
Sefer Yetzirah borrows this image from the ancient text of Proverbs to build
its own model of divine creation.
Of course, the word Wisdom has significant baggage. For centuries,
Jews have understood Wisdom to signify Torah.6 In Christianity, Sophia
or Wisdom is the divine Logos (Word), often identified with Christ.7
In Gnosticism, Sophia is an aeon or divine emanation.8 Later, in the
kabbalah, Wisdom (Chochmah) comes to mean a divine aspect.9
Yet here in Sefer Yetzirah, Wisdom seems to be not a single being, but
a multiple entity: a web or network. There is a mycelial feel to this entity,
because, as we will learn, every path in the web connects to every other
path. Wisdom is a labyrinth that God’s creative intention must traverse
to find its way into expression.
Scholar Ronit Meroz calls Sefer Yetzirah’s approach “binitarian,” from
the kabbalistic term Binah (God’s aspect of feminine Wisdom). Meroz
understands Wisdom as the mediating entity between God and the world.
She suggests that one of the primary ideas of Sefer Yetzirah is that God
creates with the aid of this secondary mediating entity, Wisdom.10 Meroz
posits that this intermediary figure manifests in different ways: concrete
(as an angel) and abstract (as a concept).
Yet Wisdom, as depicted in the pages of the Book of Creation,
is not a single angel or concept.11 Wisdom is (or more properly, are)
a multiplicitous womb within which God creates the infinitely varied
substances of our world. Wisdom comprises a web of channels by which
divine creative energy becomes created beings. Sefer Yetzirah invites us to
4
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explore Wisdom’s paths as they reach between the Creator and each and
every creation.
In the Bible, “wondrous” (pele) means “pertaining to the divine
realm.” “In post-biblical literature this word assumes the meaning of
that which is hidden, concealed, secret.”12 The “wondrous paths” are
mysterious, ethereal, supernal. Yet the book offers the possibility that we
humans might acquire experience of these wondrous ways. The images
that flow over us as the book unfolds bring the reader on an imaginal
journey through the divine creative process, and thus awaken the reader’s
own creative imagination.

Yah Engraved

חקק יה

God carves channels through which physicality can come into
being. These channels are a kind of engraved writing, yet they also have
the aspect of waymaking—providing a path from heaven to earth. Sefer
Yetzirah’s use of “engraving” for God’s creative work implies that the
Divine is working with primordial material that must be hollowed out.
This brings us back to the first passage of Genesis, where the
Divine spirit hovers on the face of primordial waters.13 In Genesis, the
Divine must separate the primordial material—the waters above from
the waters below—in order to fashion a world. Similarly, in Sefer Yetzirah,
divine creativity must seep through Wisdom’s channels into some kind of
primordial mass (whatever substance God engraves the paths of Wisdom
into)—in order to turn an undifferentiated oneness into the many things
of the world.
That is, divine creativity must start by making empty space. This
way of understanding God’s activity blossomed again much later in the
work of the kabbalist Isaac Luria (1534-1572), who famously originated
the doctrine of tzimtzum: divine contraction, which created an empty space
within which the physical world could come into being. His student,
Hayyim Vital, later wrote:
A supernal, simple light filled all of existence. There was
no empty place, no empty space or void, but everything
was filled by that simple, infinite light… then the Infinite
contracted itself in its center… and after God contracted
that light and withdrew from the center to the sides that
surrounded it, there was a vacant space—an empty, hollow
void.”14
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While Sefer Yetzirah doesn’t posit a divine contraction, it does imagine
hollowness—engraving—as a space for possibility, a means by which the
Creator can create.
We are never told exactly what substance God engraves—the phrase
chakak Yah (God engraved) has no direct object. It is as if the substance
engraved by God is too mysterious, or too infinite to describe. Sefer Yetzirah
is also never exactly clear about what comes through the channels that
God engraves. How does God’s creative essence or intention move through
the hollowed-out shapes of the letters to create the diverse phenomena
of creation? What is the nature of that essence or intention? This, Sefer
Yetzirah leaves to our imagination—but there are hints of an answer, as
when in 1:8 we hear that “God’s word in them [the sefirot or cosmic
dimensions] is running and returning.” What runs through the channels
of the letters is highly mobile and full of meaning: sound, word, fire,
breath.
Scholar Marla Segol suggests that we could read chakak Yah (God
engraved) as “engraved out of God”—in other words, the primordial
material into which the paths are engraved is God.15 If so, then God is
the Creator and also the substance of world—as the later kabbalah will
assert. This panentheist view of creation does indeed seem to permeate
many of the passages in Sefer Yetzirah.
A question now arises: Are the hollow paths through which God
structures the world separate from the Divine—are the writings separate
from the Writer? Or, are these paths extensions of the Divine—lines of
godly energy extending through the engraved letters and into our reality?
As we encounter the texts of the book, the answer to this question seems
to be “yes”—both things are true.
This also raises the question of whether we ourselves as “writings”
are separate from God, or extensions of the divine, or both. In implying
“both,” Sefer Yetzirah may be inviting us to shift our egoic awareness to
a consciousness in which we are channels for divine energy. The term
“engrave” does not only teach about creation—it informs practitioners
what they must do in order to become vessels for divine creative potency.

Yah, The Becoming One Who Holds Many יהוה צבאות

Sefer Yetzirah names the Divine as Yah—a biblical name for God (as
in Hallelu-yah), and also as YHWH (the most common biblical proper
name for God). Yah is a shortened version of YHWH, which has the
meaning of being or becoming (from the root heh-vav-heh, to be or become).16
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YHWH is here translated “Becoming One” because in the context of Sefer
Yetzirah, God is the agent for creation’s becoming. We might even say God
“becomes” creation, since the substance of creation seems to arise directly
from the Divine. It is this divine substance (never named in the book,
but alluded to in many passages) that travels along the marvelous paths
and into the world.
The many variant texts of Sefer Yetzirah expand God’s name to as
many as ten divine names; for example:
With thirty-two mystical paths of wisdom engraved Yah
YHVH of Hosts, the God of Israel, the living God, King of
the Universe, Almighty God, Merciful and gracious, high
and exalted, dwelling in eternity, whose name is holy, he
is lofty and holy…17
Yet scholar Peter Hayman suggests that most of these divine names
were added by later editors and copyists. Only one of these pseudonyms
of Yah manifests in all of the ancient manuscripts: YHWH Tzevaot, or
“Lord of Hosts.” 18 This name is telling. The “hosts,” often understood as
the angels or the stars, here may signify the vast multitude of creation.
God, the singular, constantly gives rise to what is multiple.
Indeed, the divine energetic pathways themselves appear multiple:
letters, inscriptions, channels, engravings. Scholar Yehuda Liebes says:
“The essence of the netivot (pathways) is multiplicity, but they serve
unity.”19 The One holds the Many. So, too, the single human mind holds
a plethora of multiplying images, images that offer a new world at every
turn.

Three Books: 		
Tome, Tally, and Tale		

בשלש ספרים
בספר וספר וסיפור

The Hebrew reads b’sefer vsfar vesippur—with book, number, and story.
Here, those words are translated as “tome, tally, and tale,” to try to convey
that in the Hebrew, the three words are linked in sound and meaning.
The book repeats the same root (samech-peh-reish, to tell) three times, with
slightly varying forms that alter the root’s meaning. There is magic in
this: a musical repetition, a threefold spell.
The three books are not defined anywhere in the text; indeed,
the phrase “three books” is never mentioned again. However, there is a
threefold division of the cosmos in Sefer Yetzirah: olam, shanah, and nefesh:
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olam, or world (space); shanah, or year (time); and nefesh, or body/soul.
The word nefesh is often translated as soul, but biblically speaking, a
nefesh means a person or other creature, or the life-force of that person
or creature.20 The nefesh in Sefer Yetzirah has organs and senses as well
as intimations of good and evil, and clearly refers to a body, not only a
soul. Nefesh refers to the human perspective—the ability to experience the
world.
These three dimensions of space, time, and body-soul are very
possibly the three books. The book is a concrete physical object, like space.
Number implies counting, and thus is closely related to time, which
progresses forward. And “story” or “tale” can apply to human experience.
Contemporary kabbalist and scholar Aryeh Kaplan favors this reading.21
However, because of the lack of vowels in the original text, there
is another reading of the three books: sefer vesefer vesefer—a book and a
book and a book. Yehuda Liebes assumes this is the correct reading, and
suggests the three books refer to the three divisions of the Hebrew letters
found in Sefer Yetzirah: the imot or mother letters, the kefulot or double
letters, and the pshutot or simple letters.22 Each of these three categories
of letters could be one of the three books with which the Divine created
the world. This is a very plausible alternative. However, in order to be in
sync with much of later Jewish tradition about Sefer Yetzirah, we’re going
to proceed with the reading that invokes space, time, and body/soul.
That three words sefer, sfar, and sippur—book, number, story—are all
forms of the Hebrew root samech-pei-reish implies that these dimensions
of space, time, and body are aspects of a single reality. The contemporary
phrase “space-time continuum” comes to mind. Yehudah haLevi, the poet
and philosopher, wrote: “The sefer, sfar, and sippur are one from God’s
perspective and three from the perspective of the human being.”23
What does it mean to call these dimensions of reality “books?” The
image of the cosmic books interweaves the spoken/written word with the
physical world. The books that God inscribes are composed of language,
but they are also composed of existence itself. They are not books but
Books.
And where did the author(s) of Sefer Yetzirah get this idea of cosmic
books? Interestingly, there is a talmudic tale that at the new year, God
inscribes the names of humankind in three books: one for the righteous,
one for the wicked, and one for the in-between:
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Rabbi Yochanan said: Three books are opened on Rosh
haShanah: one of the completely wicked, one of the
completely righteous, and one of the in-between people.
The righteous are written and sealed for life, the wicked
are written and sealed for death, and those in the middle—
their sentence is suspended from Rosh haShanah until
Yom Kippur…”24
Notice that the books in the Talmud passage are “sealed” after they
are used. “Sealing” also occurs in Sefer Yetzirah. “Sealing” means that an
element of the cosmos is fixed in place—that it becomes real, solid, and
activated for use. Sealing can also refer to keeping out negative forces
so that what has been “sealed” can exist in peace. In speaking of three
books, Sefer Yetzirah may be referencing a Jewish tradition of sealed cosmic
“books” that hold the fate of humankind.
Ecophilosopher David Abram has written of the ways that the art of
writing changed human experience, pulling us out of our bodies and into
words on a page. As this transition occurred, civilizations went from being
image-based to being text-based. Human beings identified more with
the stories that words told them, and less with their bodily experiences.
This had a profound impact on our consciousness.25 Sefer Yetzirah, with its
three books of space, time, and being, provides a kind of bridge between
writing and seeing, between text and thing. The writing that Sefer Yetzirah
describes is the body of the world, a cosmic alphabet that brings meaning
and the senses together. By traversing this bridge, we can enlarge our
consciousness to hold both narrative and sensation.
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Practice: Opening The Book
Close your eyes and breathe out.
There is a book in front of you.
Notice all the details of the book.
Reach out to the book.
Feel the power within it.
Open it.
When you open the book,
you find a door.
Pass through the door.
You discover a pathway.
Follow the path.
At the end of the path,
a teacher awaits you.
The teacher has a gift for you.
Receive the gift.
This gift connects you
to all space, all time, and all beings.
Offer thanks to the teacher.
Return along the path,
through the door,
and out of the book.
Close the book.
As you do so,
feel the power within it.
Feel the blessing
of the gift you have received
that connects you to all things.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Engraving the Paths
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Before you is a stone.
Notice all the details of the stone:
size, shape, color, texture.
Reach out to the stone.
As you touch it,
a hollow channel appears in the stone.
Look up from the stone.
See what the channel carved in the stone
has created in the world.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:2 · The Road Map
עשר ספירות בלימה
ועשרים ושתים אותיות יסוד
שלוש אמות
שבע כפולת
ושתים עשרה פשוטות
Ten inscriptions of the void
and twenty-two foundation-letters,
three mothers,
seven doubles,
and twelve simples.

T

his passage offers us Sefer Yetzirah’s imaginal library: ten sefirot (here
translated “inscriptions”), three mother letters, seven doubles, and
twelve simples. The ten sefirot of Sefer Yetzirah are cosmic structures that
provide a frame for reality. Together they form the frame within which
creation takes place. The twenty-two letters are the multiple forces that
fill reality. They fall into three categories. First are the mothers or imot,
the three primary elemental forces. Second are the double letters or
kefulot, which take two different letter-forms. Third are the simple letters
or peshutot, which take one letter-form. These are the tools the Creator—
and the human creator—has to work with.
According to Hayman, this passage “is not securely anchored in the
textual tradition of Sefer Yetzirah.”26 That is, it likely was not part of the
earliest version. He suggests this paragraph was later included to bring
together the ten sefirot or dimensions with the twenty-two letters, thus
providing an integrated account of the thirty-two wondrous paths.27 It is
included here in order to introduce readers to the basic categories of Sefer
Yetzirah.

Ten Inscriptions

עשר ספירות

The word sefirot shares a root with the word sefer or book—
samech-peh-reish, which means “to tell.” This implies that the ten sefirot
12
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are connected to the three books, which we will learn is in fact the case.
Sefirot (singular sefirah) is a term usually understood to mean “aspects” or
“dimensions.”28 Gershon Scholem derives the word sefirah from lispor, to
count, and identifies the sefirot as the “ten primordial numbers”: thus, the
thirty-two paths include letters and numbers.29 Similarly, Yehuda Liebes
understands the sefirot as “things that are counted,” and believes they
represent “the fructive and creative possibility of the infinite numbers.”30
Yet the sefirot as they are listed are not only numbers, nor are they really
“counted things” in the sense of a list where each thing relates specifically
to its numerical position. Rather, the sefirot are sets of cosmic orientation
points.31
How, then, should we translate sefirot in the context of Sefer Yetzirah?
Kabbalah scholar Giulio Busi notes a Talmudic use of the word sefirah
that means “writing.” This is a rare use of the word, but it is the only one
that relates directly to the word sefer or book. Applying this meaning to
Sefer Yetzirah, Busi suggests that the sefirot are acts of divine writing—in
other words, they are inscriptions. Busi notes that the verbs used as the
Divine interacts with the ten sefirot are chakak (engraved), chatzav (hewed),
and chatam (sealed)—all of which make perfect sense in a context where
the sefirot are acts of cosmic engraving or writing. Busi therefore translates
eser sefirot belimah to mean “ten immaterial writings”—writings that define
the boundaries of the universe.32
We can see that the ten ethereal inscriptions correspond in
their number to the Ten Commandments. Saadya Gaon notes this
correspondence as well.33 This supports Busi’s theory that sefirah should
be translated “inscriptions.” The tablets are inscribed by God’s finger on
the stone tablets, and the sefirot too are inscribed by God’s hand onto the
world as it exists. Pirkei Avot, a section of the second-century text known
as the Mishnah, notes:
Ten things were created on the Sabbath eve at twilight…
The writing, the inscription, and the tablets…34
Among the ten mysterious things created at twilight is the special
writing used for the Tablets. Similarly, Sefer Yetzirah’s ten cosmic
dimensions are primordial “divine writing,” marking creation with its
realities and tensions.
This is why this commentary translates sefirot as “inscriptions.” The
translation evokes the book’s beginning images: a divine scribe engraving
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the sefirot and the letters upon the surface of reality. This world-writing
is consistent with the first verses of Genesis in which God’s utterances
give rise to creation. It is also consonant with Jewish myths in which the
Torah exists prior to creation and is used as a blueprint for the universe.35

The Void		

בלימה

The word blimah contains the words bli (without) and mah (what),
and conveys “without substance.” We first see the word in the Book of
Job: “God stretched out Mount Zaphon over the void (tohu), suspended
the earth over emptiness (blimah).”36 Tohu is the void that exists before
creation: “The earth was void and chaos, and darkness was on the face
of the deep…” In choosing the word blimah to describe the sefirot, Sefer
Yetzirah hints at primordial mysteries.
Giulio Busi suggests “immaterial” as a translation for blimah. He
defines blimah as “without anything” as in “writing without anything.”
This immaterial writing is God’s cosmic inscription, God’s Logos as it is
inscribed upon the world. Aryeh Kaplan offers “insubstantial,” explaining
that the sefirot are ideal, ineffable, abstract, rather than material, entities.37
However, blimah in the Bible is not an adjective but a noun, referring
to the substance in which the world is suspended.38 I have translated
blimah as “void” because biblically, it parallels tohu, the word for void or
formlessness. In Sefer Yetzirah, it appears that beyond the limits God sets
for the physical world, the divine inscriptions or sefirot extend beyond the
realm of the earthly elements—into the void, so to speak.
There are other possible readings of the word. Gershom Scholem
understands blimah to come from the root bet-lamed-mem, to stop up or
close, and understands blimah to mean “secret” or “closed within itself.”39
That is, the sefirot constitute a closed system. Sefer Yetzirah indeed uses
the word “blum” to mean “stop up” or “stay silent.” However, in Job the
word blimah clearly means “void,” and Sefer Yetzirah is very sensitive to
the nuances of biblical language. We might perhaps say that within the
word blimah, the word “restrain or stop up,” and the meaning of “void”
poetically resonate with one another. Sefer Yetzirah understands the sefirot
to be both immaterial and an ungraspable mystery that cannot be fully
expressed.
Hayman has an entirely different approach, suggesting that “eser
sefirot blimah” means “the ten sefirot are the basis.” He takes this route
because this phrase occurs paired with the phrase “esrim veshtayim otiyot
yesod,” which he translates as “twenty-two letters are the foundation.”
14
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Hayman thus understands blimah, in the context of Sefer Yetzirah, to mean
something similar to foundation. Hayman seems to understand the verse
in Job—“who suspends the earth on the blimah”—to mean “who suspends
the earth on its basis.” However, there is not much linguistic justification
for translating blimah as “basis.”
The sefirot that we must contemplate are blimah: they cannot be
experienced in the way we experience most things. We have to engage
with them differently—not shallowly, but at depth. They must be grappled
with rather than seen clearly. The next sections of the book will help us
to do the necessary grappling.

Foundation-letters

אותיות יסוד

Sefer Yetzirah refers to the letters as otiyot yesod, foundation-letters.
The word yesod, in the Bible, means a foundation, as in the foundation
of a city or house. Usage in the talmudic period is similar, with yesodot
used to mean the foundations of the Temple.40 So these letters are housebuilders: they are the foundation of the Temple that is creation. The letters
are written but they give rise to what is built. Sefer Yetzirah ingeniously
sketches for us a cosmos that is both book and temple.
The letter-foundations, which compose both words and world, come
in three categories:
1) Three mothers (explored in Chapter 3)
2) Seven doubles (explored in Chapter 4)
3) Twelve simples (explored in Chapter 5)
Sefer Yetzirah is structured so that each of the four subsets of the
thirty-two paths (sefirot, mother letters, simples, and doubles) has its own
chapter, identified by its own tagline. The sections of Chapter 1 (with a
few exceptions) begin with the phrase eser sefirot blimah—ten inscriptions of
the void. This tagline indicates the topic: God’s ten inscriptions, and how
they shape the universe.
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Practice: The Void
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are facing a cosmic void.
As you observe the void,
you see that a world begins to arise:
first large structures,
then smaller ones.
Observe all of the aspects of this world.
See that behind the world,
the void is still present:
a foundation for everything.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Foundations
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Become aware of your body.
Now, feel that a web of pathways extends
from your body
into the earth beneath.
These pathways are like roots,
drawing up energy from the ground.
Feel the nourishing energy
that comes through the roots
into your body.
Send energy
from your body
back into the earth.
Feel what this is like.
Now, feel that pathways extend
from your body
into the sky above.
Feel the enlivening energy
that comes through the pathways
into your body.
Send energy
from your body
back into the sky.
Feel what this is like.
How does your body
feel different now?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:3 · The Covenant
עשר ספירות בלימה
מספר עשר אצבעות
חמש כנגד חמש
וברית יחיד מכוונת באמצע
במילה ולשון ופה
Ten inscriptions of the void:
the number of ten fingers,
five opposite five
and a single covenant set in the center:
in word
and language
and speech

T

in the genitals
and tongue
and mouth.

his passage invites us to see in our mind’s eye the Creator’s hands
reaching out to create: “the number of ten fingers, five opposite five.”
So too, we are invited to hold out our hands, see our fingers, and become
aware of our own creative power. These are the hands that inscribe the
void, that make the world.
Yet the passage also invokes the voice: language, speech, the tongue.
This too is a sacred power of inscription. God and humans share this
power to create via words. Without ever saying that people are “made in
the image of God,” the text here implies a parallel between humans and
the divine.
The sets of five fingers on each hand echo the ten sefirot. The
opposition of the fingers on one hand to the fingers on the other hand
parallel the five tensions that the sefirot form when they are paired. The
sefirot, which form the dimensional frame of the cosmos, come in ten
“half-dimensions” that function as five whole dimensions. As we will see,
these five dimensions are space (three dimensions), time (one dimension),
and person (one dimension). Like the fingers on the two hands, the sefirot
18
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exist in dynamic, constructive tension. The structure of the world is built
from these tensions.
At the center of the ten sefirot is the covenant: the inscription of
the divine presence in the world. This single covenant is “centered”
or “oriented” (mekavven) in the middle of the body, so that the body’s
appendages are on either side. We are going to see this word mekavven
(oriented/centered) again, referring to the Divine Presence at the center
of the world. That is, the body echoes the divine presence: just as the
Divine Presence is located at the center of multiple opposing forces, so
too the vocal apparatus is located at the center of opposing fingers and
limbs. The human mouth, centered in the face and between the two
hands, is parallel to the divine speech that pours out at the center of the
world. When we speak, we approach divine creative power.

A Single Covenant

ברית יחיד

For Sefer Yetzirah, the covenant (brit) does not primarily have to do
with the revelation at Sinai. The Divine makes a covenant with anyone
who masters the Hebrew letters and the sefirot, which are the universepatterns. We might even say that the Divine makes a covenant with those
who discover the secret of an expanded consciousness. All we need in
order to access the covenant is the body and our own faculty of speech.
It is not observance of the Torah but awareness of the dimensions
of the cosmos that typifies a “member of the covenant.” The passage
suggests that Jews, who have the Hebrew language as a heritage, can
attain this covenant.41 Yet the book also promises something much wider:
the covenant is available to anyone who inscribes their own consciousness
with the pattern of the cosmos.
The covenant as understood by Sefer Yetzirah has radically different
implications from a covenant that is communal and tribal in nature.
We ourselves are one of the “paths” between heaven and earth; when
we become aware of this, we attain creative power. Our participation
in covenant is not a membership in a religion but rather a shift in
consciousness. Connected to the root of mekavven, “centered,” is the word
kavvanah, intention. This suggests that becoming centered means having
intention, shaping one’s own mind.
Creative consciousness involves holding opposites in tension rather
than embracing one side of a polarity. The book returns again and again
to the reconciling of opposites via balancing or centering. North opposes
south, beginning opposes end, good opposes evil—but the Holy Place is
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precisely in the middle. To the centered mind, all phenomena are equally
real and equally shifting. It is the divine center that offers stability in an
ever-changing reality.

In word (in the genitals)		
and language (and tongue) 		
and speech (and mouth)		

ומילה
ולשון
ופה

The word etzbaot means “fingers,” but it can also mean “toes,”
and this is crucial to understand in examining this passage. Just as the
fingers and toes parallel one another, the two “centers” of these ten
extremities—e.g., the tongue, centered in between the fingers, and the
genitals, centered in between the toes—are linked. The text says that the
covenant is made in word and tongue and speech, but in Hebrew, “word,”
“tongue,” and “speech” also have sexual/reproductive connotations. So
too, the covenant with Abraham and his progeny is made via speech and
also via the generativity of the reproductive organs.
Note the delicious double entendre in this passage: “Word” (Hebrew
milah) also means “circumcision,” as in the covenantal marking of the
penis.42 So milah is also a reference to the phallus—it holds both meanings
(word and phallus) at the same time. Lashon can mean “language” and can
refer to the physical organ of the tongue. It also has an intimation of the
genitals.43 In rabbinic Hebrew, the word “mouth” (Hebrew peh), can also
refer to the peh shel mata, the “lower mouth,” i.e., the vulva.44 The shadow
of the reproductive organs looms large in this passage. This reading is
made even stronger by the use here of the word k’neged—opposite—as
Genesis calls Eve the ezer k’negdo (helper-opposite, or helpmate) of Adam.
The implication is quite clear: the word and the reproductive organs
are parallel vehicles for the covenant with the Divine. Why? Because both
are creative. The word creates worlds, and the reproductive organs create
life. In fact, an alternate text of this passage reads “a single covenant in
the circumcision of the tongue and the circumcision of the genitalia”—
referring directly to this duality of speech and reproductive capacity.
The text implicitly suggests that speech, writing, and reproduction
are all a kind of inscription: an engraving of reality. The human voice,
the hands, and the body all have the power to shape and form these
inscriptions of reality. The implication is that we, like God, can create
worlds. Here we have a new angle on the “word and world” duality that
is central to the book. Just as a human can create life via the sex organs,
humans can create life through their speech and through writing. This
20
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passage offers the promise that one who learns to inscribe the mysteries
of this book will attain life-giving power.

Practice: A Single Covenant
Close your eyes and breathe out.
See before you the Creator
however you understand the Creator.
The Creator’s mouth
is speaking Creation.
See what comes forth
from the mouth of the Creator.
The Creator’s hands
are shaping creation.
See what comes forth
from the hands of the Creator.
The Creator’s genitals
are birthing creation.
See what comes forth
from the genitals of the Creator.
See that these three creations are one.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Five Opposite Five
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Your palms face one another.
The five fingers of one hand
touch the five fingers of the other hand.
See that each hand
is full of a primordial power.
See that these two powers are opposite.
See that each hand
is equally strong.
The ten fingers,
the two forces,
push against one another.
As these two irresistible forces,
these two immovable objects,
meet,
find the balance between them.
Feel the balance reverberate
throughout your body.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Understand in Wisdom
עשר ספירות בלימה
עשר ולא תשע עשר ולא אחת עשרה
הבן בחכמה וחכם בבינה
בחון בהם וחקור מהם
העמד דבר על בוריו
והשב יוצר על מכונו
Ten inscriptions of the void:
ten and not nine, ten and not eleven
understand in Wisdom
be wise in Understanding
examine them, delve into them
stand each thing on its clarity
on its absence
and return the Creator
to Their Dwelling Place.

F

our passages into our journey, we haven’t yet been told what the
sefirot actually are. It appears that the journey begins with preparing
our minds. Only then we can begin to interact with the powers of
creation. This passage and the two that follow it tell us how to direct
our minds toward the spiritual practice Sefer Yetzirah offers. That is why
this commentary names them “The Three Instructions.” This series of
three preparatory passages is like an unfolding ceremony that involves
the reader as a participant in the text.
The first instruction is to direct the mind to understand that the
Creator dwells at the center of creation. As we direct the mind in this
way, we discover that the Creator is also at the center of each human
being. In order to understand this, we must develop a hollow clarity, a
presence that is absence.
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Ten and Not Nine, 		
Ten and Not Eleven

עשר ולא תשע
עשר ולא אחת עשרה

Of course ten is not nine! Why does the text bother to tell us this?
This somewhat odd phrase emphasizes that the ten sefirot are, as Liebes
says, “things that can be counted.”45 They are genuine aspects of reality.
That is to say, the ten sefirot are not metaphors. They are not the invention
of a human mind. They are truly facets of what is.
The phrase “ten and not nine” may also allude to other thoughtsystems that posit ten fundamental dimensions of reality. Saadya Gaon,
the ninth-century Jewish sage and commentator on Sefer Yetzirah, notes
that Aristotle recognized ten categories of reality (substance, quantity,
quality, relation, space, time, possession, position, action, and passivity).
Saadya Gaon connects the sefirot and the Aristotelian categories to the Ten
Commandments, making three sets of ten.46
The Gnostics of the first and second centuries CE believed in ten
Aeons—ten spheres or personalities that emanate from the Godhead.
Scholars Joseph Dan and Gershom Scholem have suggested that there
may have been considerable Gnostic influence on the writer(s) of
Sefer Yetzirah.47 Gnosticism was a belief system (considered heretical by
Christians and Jews)48 that various sects embraced between the second
and thirteenth centuries. Dan writes:
The Gnostics in their various sects believed in the existence
of a system of supreme divine forces, known in Greek as
pleroma, within which there were different levels of divine
figures, some good and others evil, some male and others
female, and with the entire system perpetually in a state of
dynamic ferment and with struggles between the different
factors within it.”49
A related term for these divine figures is “aeons.” There are said to
be ten aeons. In Sefer Yetzirah we also have ten emanated entities existing
in polarized tension, two of which are identified as “good” and “evil.” We
can see the possibility that Gnosticism could potentially have been an
influence on our passage.
This passage can also be read in another way: as an invitation to
find out the truth. Are there really ten sefirot? Might there be nine or
eleven? This is another case in which the text draws the reader into
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active engagement. “Check our conclusions,” the words seem to be saying.
“You’ll see that we are right in our perceptions of the Real.”

Understand with Wisdom,
Be Wise With Understanding

הבן בחכמה
וחכם בבינה

In 1:1, Sefer Yetzirah calls the sefirot and the letters “paths of Wisdom.”
In 1:4, we meet Wisdom again. This time, She has two names: Wisdom
and Understanding. She has these two names in the book of Proverbs
itself: “I, Wisdom, dwell with Prudence… I am Understanding; courage
is mine.”50 Like the two hands, or the ten sefirot, Wisdom has a dual
aspect. The reader must learn the duality of Wisdom’s ways in order to
understand Creation.
Philo, the ancient Jewish philosopher, believed that Wisdom
provided the means for knowing God—Wisdom was both the way to God
and the guide on the way.51 Wisdom was the divine word working in the
world such that Scripture and Greek philosophy could both be influenced
by it.52 Interpreting Scripture allegorically, Philo sees Wisdom in the
story of Rebecca drawing water for Abraham’s servant:
Rebecca therefore must be praised, who, in obedience to
the injunctions of her father, having taken down the vessel
of wisdom on her arm from a higher place, proffered her
pitcher to the disciple…53
Philo’s Rebecca is a vehicle for the flow of wisdom from a “higher
place.” She is similar in function to the Wisdom of Sefer Yetzirah, a force
that channels a flow of divine meaning into the world.
The phrase “understand with Wisdom, be wise with Understanding”
actively enjoins the reader to engage Wisdom. The phrase alternates
between verb and noun—between the cosmic being (Wisdom) and the act
that embodies her (to understand or be wise). Just as in the first section
of Sefer Yetzirah, Wisdom is a process rather than a defined entity; so too
in this passage Wisdom is noun but also verb. The reader must activate
the paths of Wisdom by seeking to become wise.
It is important to separate Sefer Yetzirah’s mention of Wisdom
and Understanding (Chochmah and Binah) from the later kabbalah’s
understanding of those terms. In the Zohar and other texts of classical
kabbalah, Chochmah and Binah are separate masculine and feminine sefirot
(divine personalities or realms) that join together to create the world.
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In our passage, Chochmah and Binah almost certainly refer to the same
entity: the mysterious “Wisdom” of our opening passage, the multifaceted
vehicle by which the Divine creates paths within reality.
The text now instructs the reader to examine the sefirot. Bechon
bahem means “examine them.” Chakor mehem—“search or cross-examine
them”—can also have the meaning “dig into them,”54 which is why the
phrase is translated here as “delve into them.” This language hints at
the hollowing/channeling action at the heart of Sefer Yetzirah. To attain
Wisdom is to understand its hollow nature. We will soon be told that the
sefirot are rays stretching from the divine center into the many directions
of the universe without end. The text invites us, à la Robert Frost, to look
down each one as far as we can.55

Stand Each Thing on its Clarity

העמד דבר על בוריו

The Hebrew words read ha’amed davar al boryo. This phrase appears
in the Talmud, and there it means “clarify the matter”56 or more literally,
“stand each thing on its clarity.” Hayman translates the phrase “ha’amed
davar al boryo” as “get the thing clearly worked out.” Kaplan translates the
phrase as “make each thing stand on its essence.”57
We should note that there are variant texts of this passage. The
agreed-on part of the sentence is “ha’amed davar al”—“stand each thing
on.” The final word is variously rendered by manuscripts as boryo or
beryo (its clarity), or as bor’o (its Creator).58 The reading “ha’amed davar al
bor’o”—“stand each thing on its Creator” is powerful, as it suggests tracing
each sefirah back to its origin in the Godhead.59
And, as we have come to expect, there is a double entendre here. The
word boryo (its clarity) is connected to bar, clear, but we might observe that
bor can also mean “pit” or “emptiness.” Indeed, in Talmudic Hebrew, the
word “bar” can mean either “clear” or “empty.” The image of the empty
pit fits with the repeating image of hollowness: channeling, engraving,
carving.
This passage invites the reader to contemplate the sefirot which are
“depths” without end. We are to establish each thing on its hollowness,
knowing that each of these dimensions is an empty channel for divine
creative force. It is possible, then, to see all of the aspects of reality as the
movements of divine energy through a world that is engraved, carved,
hollow.
If we stand each thing on its “pit,” we can see in the space below
each solid thing the empty channel out of which it arose. If we were
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to make a parallel with a Buddhist text, we might turn to a Zen koan
that says: “The true nature of phenomena is emptiness.”60 Or consider
the Kurna Purana, a medieval Hindu work which describes the practice
of abhava-yoga as “one’s self is meditated upon as a void and without
qualities.”61
Bible scholar Avivah Zornberg speaks about this void that stands
below creation in her book The Murmuring Deep. She writes: “The
infrastructure of creation, the tohu vavohu (formlessness), is the void that
leaves one aghast…the murmuring void is the ground and deep of human
life…”62 The void beneath us both terrifies us and inspires us to create,
to make meaning.
This phrase in Sefer Yetzirah, in its plain meaning, invites us to see
the sefirot clearly as they exist. But its subtext invites us to understand
that they do not exist as separate entities—they are merely movements of
the divine. The text poetically suggests that both things are true: void and
substance, the many and the underlying oneness. This is the mystery we
are to contemplate—the dual awareness that is Wisdom. This is perhaps
why we are to “understand in Wisdom and be wise in Understanding.”
There is a back-and-forth quality to all that is, as we move between one
and many.

Return the Creator
to Their Dwelling Place		

והשב יוצר
על מכונו

Sefer Yetzirah’s surprising finish to this passage is a direction to the
reader to return God to God’s proper place. We hadn’t known that God
was displaced, so the direction to return the Divine to the right place is
surprising.63 Or maybe it isn’t surprising. Only when we are centered can
God be centered in us. By perceiving and experiencing the divine energy
behind all phenomena, we can restore God to the proper place at our
core.
Meditation teacher Jay Michaelson says it like this:
It is a very simple matter to know intellectually that all of
spacetime is one field of matter/energy; that the individual
self does not have any existence independent of the One;
and that all creatures, matter, and energy are but fleeting
manifestations of Being…
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However, to truly know it—that is, to experience this
truth (to Be Here Now)—is to know one’s real nature, to
end the selfish desires which cause one’s own and others’
suffering, and to experience a peaceful yet indescribably,
achingly, beautiful sense of spaciousness in the One that
Is, here, now, everywhere and always.64
Yet there is something else in the phrase “return the Creator” in
addition to the instruction to be present. There is an aspect of theurgy
here: what humans do can affect the Divine. We are capable of returning
the deity to a proper state. This theurgic impulse will be adopted by the
later kabbalah, which will assert that human sacred practice can aid the
Godhead in coming to complete unity.65
The Hebrew for God’s (His, here translated in the gender-neutral
singular Their) holy place is mechono. Mechon can mean a dwelling, fixed
place, or foundation, and can be used to indicate the Temple. Its root
(kaf-vav-nun) is the same root as in the word mekavven, which Sefer Yetzirah
uses to mean “center” or “orient.” The place of the Divine is at the center:
the center of the world, the center of the mind, the center of the cosmic
shrine. To come to center, to focus our contemplative attention, is to
return the Divine to the proper place. This of course can only be true if
the Divine is inside us, waiting to be brought to center.
This means that the Creator (yotzer) mentioned in the text is also
us. We too can be creators of worlds—or, as Yehuda Liebes says, we can
be creators of the self.66 Sefer Yetzirah tells us that when we open our
consciousness to the cosmos, when we develop the right state of mind, we
come to our right place, and dwell at the center of the universe.
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Practice: Stand Each Thing On Its Absence
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are standing on a clear surface,
like a frozen lake, or a sheet of glass.
Beneath you,
you perceive
an upside-down reflection of you.
Look down into your reflection.
See that within it is
a void, a nothingness.
Feel into this hollowness beneath you.
Feel into the place where you are no-thing.
How does this feel?
Now, as you look down into your reflection,
feel into your hereness,
your body’s substance
casting this reflection.
How does this feel?
See if you can hold both feelings—
substance and void—
at the same time.
See what happens now.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Returning the Creator to the Place
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Focus on a central place in your body:
mind, heart or belly.
See that a creative power
dwells in this place.
Feel this creative power
radiating outward
through all the limbs of your body.
As creative power fills you,
observe what happens
in your body, heart, mind, and spirit.
What will you do with this creative power?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Return to the Place
עשר ספירות בלימה
בלום פיך מלדבר
בלום לבך מלהרהר
ואם רץ לבך
שוב למקום
שכך נאמר
רצוא ושוב
ועל דבר זה נכרת ברית
Ten inscriptions of the void:
Stop your mouth from speaking,
stop your heart from murmuring,
and if your heart runs
return to the Place
for scripture says:
“running and returning.”
Regarding this matter.
a covenant was made.

O

ver my many years of studying Sefer Yetzirah, I quote this passage
the most. It is hard to think of a more eloquent description of the
practice of meditation and contemplation than these words. In order to
concentrate on divine reality, one must calm the internal narrative. We are
all familiar with the experience of the mind rambling on uncontrollably,
even when we try to silence it. Here the reader is invited, perhaps even
at the moment of reading, to turn from the chatter at the surface and go
deeper.
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All meditation requires a focus (the breath, an image, a text, etc.).
When one becomes distracted, one returns to the focus as a way of once
again stilling the mind. For Sefer Yetzirah, the focus to which we must
return is the makom. Makom has a wonderful double meaning. First, it is
the “place”—the current place and time, the moment, the real. Second,
Makom is a rabbinic term for God.67 By returning to conscious presence,
one is returning to the divine.

Stop your Mouth from Speaking
and Your Heart from Murmuring

בלום פיך מלדבר
בלום לבך מלהרהר

We have all along been told that letters and words created the world,
and yet now, ironically, we are told to stop speaking. Why this paradox?
Because the inscriptions God uses to create are more than a language:
they are the world itself. To truly know the sefirot, we too must go beyond
verbal language and sit with the Real.
The verb blum (to stop up, to restrain) is critical to this passage.
The root bet-lamed-mem recalls the word blimah (insubstantiality, void,
ethereality). Biblically speaking, the word lev (heart) refers to the mind as
well as what people today call the heart. “Stop your heart from murmuring”
refers to the consciousness, as when Ecclesiastes says: “natati et libi/I set my
mind (literally, gave my heart) to find out and probe with wisdom all that
happens under the sun.”68 When we stop the inner dialogue rooted in
personality and experience, we encounter blimah, non-substance. We meet
the unspeakable—that which cannot be said.69
The word hirhur means anxious rumination, as in the kind of worried
insomniac thinking one does late at night. In Jewish legend, Abraham,
having committed to leave his father’s home and land for an unknown
place, has hirhurim—he wonders obsessively if the community will criticize
him for abandoning his father.70 To make one’s heart stop ruminating (or
murmuring, to use a word that sounds a bit like the Hebrew hirhur) is to
refrain from the anxiety that haunts many of our inner lives, in order to
attune to a different reality. In all meditation and spiritual practice, the
practitioner has hirhurim, murmuring thoughts. The key then is to return
to the focus, which is the Place.
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If Your Heart Runs, 		
Return to the Place		

ועם רץ לבך
שוב למקום

Although Tzahi Weiss has argued that Sefer Yetzirah was written by
non-rabbinic Jews with little awareness of rabbinic texts,71 this passage
would seem to undermine that claim somewhat. Rabbinic Jews used the
epithet haMakom (the Place) to indicate God. The authors of Sefer Yetzirah
embraced it, perhaps, because it fit with their notion of God as intimately
interconnected with time and space.
Makom implies God in a very particular form: God as cosmic
architecture. A place is bounded by space, time, and body/soul. For Sefer
Yetzirah, these dimensions are all emanated by the divine. Therefore our
place—our personal particularity—is one manifestation of the Place that
is God.
“Returning to the place” can also refer to an ethical return, since
the Hebrew word shuv/return can mean to repent. The practitioner is
called to return to God via his/her actions as well. The spiritual practice
of Sefer Yetzirah should affect ethics as well as metaphysical perceptions.
Yehudah Liebes notes that the word makom, in biblical Hebrew, is
sometimes used to refer to the Temple.72 Liebes contends that God has the
rabbinic name haMakom, the Place, because God is the one who dwells
in the “Place”—that is, in the Temple. To “return to the Place” means
to return to the sacred center that is the cosmic Temple. HaMakom, the
place, could also mean the body, for the body is our place as well. Or,
the place could mean the meditative focus: the breath, the sacred phrase,
or whatever we are concentrating on. The place could also mean the
real: whatever is happening at that place and time. All of these could be
regarded as the Temple of the moment.

Running and Returning

רצוא ושוב

Our passage now quotes the book of Ezekiel, in which the prophet
describes a vision of angel-like creatures (chayot) running and returning.
The appearance of the creatures was like coals of fire
burning. Something like the appearance of torches was
going among the creatures, the fire had a brightness, and
from the fire came lightning. The creatures were running
to and fro like the flash of lightning.73
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The quoting of this verse is what is known in rabbinic literature
as a “prooftext”—a biblical support for what the writer is saying. Yet the
passage in Sefer Yetzirah uses the verse not to refer to angels, but rather to
the human mind.
When we attempt to quiet the mind, it resists. It tries to go back
to its ordinary thought patterns. Meditation is a process of becoming
distracted and drawing the attention back to the meditative focus. Aryeh
Kaplan writes: “As soon as a person attempts to clear his mind of thought,
he immediately begins to think, ‘Now I am not thinking of anything.’”74
Few people can stay in a purely focused state for long. Most of us must
oscillate back and forth. The text here borrows the biblical phrase ratzo
vashov (running and returning) to name this process.
And, as we noted, ratzo vashov also means running and returning
between the One (God) and the Many (the creations), in a constant process
that links divinity with physical substance. Reality runs along the thirtytwo paths of wisdom, back and forth, between the Creator and the world.
When we enter a deeper consciousness, we begin to see this dual nature
of the real. There is a placental quality to this running and returning.
The network allows for the two entities, God and the world, unity and
multiplicity, to be separate and connected at the same time.

A Covenant Was Made		

נכרת ברית

The phrase nichrat brit (“a covenant was made”) utilizes a passive
verb. This means that the parties to the covenant (presumably God and
the reader) are unclear. The reader must explore what this mysterious
covenant, related to the “running and returning” of the mind, must be.
Covenant implies a structured relationship between parties. The
word “covenant” seems to describe the relationship between God and the
practitioner. In saying: “Regarding this matter, a covenant was made,” this
passage makes a promise that the practice will work reliably: the wisdom
Sefer Yetzirah offers will permit an ongoing and trustworthy relationship
with God.
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Practice: Stop Your Heart from Murmuring
Before beginning, set a timer for 10 minutes. Choose a focus. It can be an image
(like a circle or Hebrew letter) or a repetitive sound (like a word, phrase, or song that
you repeat) or the sensation of your breath. It could even be the sound of the ocean.
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Bring your attention to the focus.
Try to keep your attention there.
When you find that you have other thoughts,
gently return to the focus.
You don’t need to chase the thoughts away:
just try not to pay attention to them.
If feelings come up, allow the feelings.
Return to the focus.
When the timer goes off,
breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Return to the Place
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are on a journey
toward a place that is sacred for you:
a mountain, cave, river, garden,
a place of prayer, a shrine,
or anywhere you imagine.
Move closer and closer
to your destination.
When you arrive at the place,
someone comes out to greet you—
someone known or unknown to you.
They say to you:
Welcome back. How wonderful
that you have returned.
Notice what you feel
as you receive this welcome.
Know that you were always meant
to come back to this place.
Look down at yourself
and notice how you are transformed
by your return to this sacred place.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Before One, What Are You Counting?
עשר ספירות בלימה
נעוץ סופן בתחילן ותחילתן בסופן
כשלהבת בגחלת
שהיוצר אחד
ואין לו שני
ולפני אחד מה אתה סופר
Ten inscriptions in the void:
Their end is imbedded in their beginning
and their beginning in their end
like a flame in a fiery coal
for the Creator is one
and has no second
and before one,
what are you counting?

T

his passage alerts us to a paradox inherent in contemplating the
sefirot: they are both One (divine) and many (earthly). They cannot
be viewed as entirely one or the other. The reader needs a warning about
this paradox because otherwise, in attempting to visualize the sefirot, we
may become mesmerized or confused by the question of whether they are
divine or not. The answer this passage offers is that they are both.
We now must recall Wisdom in the Book of Proverbs, who is “the
beginning of God’s path.”75 Wisdom is a created being, yet she is also
God’s counselor and witness to creation. According to the Bible, she is
born even before the primordial deep that pre-exists the world.76 This
suggests a unique closeness to divine mystery. Just as Wisdom’s nature
partakes of the created world and also of the primordial divine, so too the
sefirot have this dual nature.
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Their End is Imbedded 		
in Their Beginning, 		
and Their Beginning in Their End

נעוץ סופן
בתחילן
ותחילתן בסופן

The sefirot, the engraved pathways of divine creative power, are the
“end” of the creative process, yet they are interwoven with the beginning,
which is God. So too, God is interwoven into the sefirot. The end and the
beginning cannot be meaningfully divided from one another. Via the
sefirot, divine energy interpenetrates creation.
The burning coal cannot be separated from its flame: if there is
no coal, there is no flame, and if there is no flame, the coal ceases
to burn. The sefirot, the divine inscriptions, arise constantly from their
divine Inscriber. They are separate from the Creator, yet also conjoined:
“engraved” into reality, they are eternally filled and refilled with divine
creative power.

Like a Flame in a Fiery Coal

כשלהבת בגחלת

Sefer Yetzirah uses the image of fire to explain the link between
God and the sefirot. Fire, in biblical tradition, indicates divine presence.
Consider the fire of the burning bush in the Moses story, the lightning
on Mount Sinai, and the burning torch that appears to Abraham.77 There
is also a biblical text in which an angel uses a burning coal to cleanse
Isaiah’s lips so he can speak prophecy:
I said: “Woe is me, I am lost, for I am a man of
unclean lips, and I dwell amid a people of unclean lips,
yet my eyes have seen the King, the God of Hosts.”
Then one of the seraphim flew over to me with a burning
coal which he had taken from the altar with tongs. He
touched it to my mouth and said: “Behold, this has touched
your lips, and your iniquity has gone away, and your sin
is pardoned.”78
While the word for “coal” here is ritzpah, not gachelet as in our Sefer
Yetzirah text, it is notable that the coal in Isaiah is used to cleanse the lips
so that the prophet may speak.79 Just as Isaiah’s coal purifies his speech,
the sefirot, like flames arising from a coal, should purify ours. Speaking of
these matters must be approached with careful intention.
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For the Creator is One
and Has No Second		

שהיוצר אחד
ואין לו שני

The Shema, one of the central prayers in Jewish worship, states
that God is One. Yet what does this mean? For some commentators, the
Shema simply states that God is one entity and not many. Yet for the
kabbalists of the thirteenth century, the Shema states that God is one and
incorporates many divisions into that unity. Some kabbalistic texts assert
that all of the world’s diversity is divinely emanated; in other words, there
is nothing but God.80
The analogy of the coal and the flame suggests that Sefer Yetzirah
affirms this second reading of the Shema. The Divine Master is singular
and has no second—this doesn’t only mean there is no second God, but
that there is no second anything. The sefirot (and by extension, the creation
they frame) are extensions of God’s existence rather than separate entities.
This means that the world’s multiplicity is ultimately not entirely real.
There is one divine power acting through a multiplicity of channels.

And Before One, 		
What Are You Counting?		

ולפני אחד
מה אתה סופר

When I teach Sefer Yetzirah, I often note that this phrase sounds like
a Zen koan to me. I have heard students in my classes spontaneously make
the same observation. Like a Zen koan, this phrase seeks to interrupt the
thinker, to catch us in the middle of thinking.
Prior to creation, there is no “one” as opposed to “two.” There is
no duality and therefore unity cannot be named or counted—God’s unity
is prior to “one,” prior to the notion that anything can be separated and
counted. In defining the sefirot, we must know them as ten things, and
yet this text suggests to us that there is not even truly “one,” never mind
“ten.” Multiplicity, this cryptic statement suggests, is an illusion.
Yet the phrase, which addresses the reader (“What are you
counting?”) implicitly acknowledges that in the world we live in, there
are separate identities, separate beings.81 We live in the world of counting.
Yet when we contemplate the “flame in a fiery coal,” we also have access
to the world where there is no counting. In that world we are “before the
One”—in the place of the One, another meaning of lifnei echad.
In saying mah ata sofer (“what are you counting?”) the passage cleverly
incorporates the verb samech peh reish, to count, also related to the words
for tell and write: the same verb as the root of sefirah. Hidden in “what
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are you counting?” is also “what are you trying to tell me?” The phrase
suggests that a mystery is being communicated. We could also hear in this
phrase “what are the sefirot really?” For at the same time as we “count”
and try to know the ten sefirot, we also cannot count them or know them,
because they are One at the same time that they are ten. At the same
time that we try to write/speak/count the sefirot in their separate forms, we
cannot separate them into individual forms. They too are “before One.”

Practice: A Flame in a Fiery Coal
Close your eyes and breathe out.
See that a burning coal is before you.
A flame rises out of the coal.
See its brightness and feel its heat.
Perceive that the flame and the coal
are inseparable.
See within this fiery coal
the mystery of oneness.
If you feel able, reach out to take the coal.
Feel its heat, without being burned.
Bring it to your mouth.
Hear the truth
that comes out of your mouth
when the coal touches it.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Before One
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Count backward slowly
from ten to one.
As you do so,
perceive the world shifting
from multiplicity
to unity.
When you get to one,
count backward one last time,
to whatever is before one.
What do you see, hear, or feel
when you encounter
what is before one?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:7 · The Depths of the Sefirot
עשר ספירות בלימה
ומדתן עשר שאין להם סוף
עומק ראשית ועומק אחרית
עומק טוב ועומק רע
עומק רום ועומק תחת
עומק מזרח ועומק מערב
עומק צפון ועומק דרום
ואדון יחיד
אל מלך נאמן
מושל בכולם ממעון קדשו
ועד עדי עד
Ten inscriptions of the void:
their measure is ten, yet they are infinite:
A depth of beginning and a depth of end
A depth of good and a depth of evil
A depth of above and a depth of below
A depth of east and a depth of west
A depth of north and a depth of south
and a singular Master—
a faithful Divine ruler—
rules over them all
from God’s holy dwelling
and out to eternity.
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N

ow that we have been prepared for an encounter with the sefirot, we
finally meet them, and it is a dizzying moment. The ten sefirot are
a frame for the whole cosmos. They inscribe the void with order and
meaning. This passage finally explains the mystery of the sefirot: they
are ten partial dimensions that, when combined into pairs, provide five
whole dimensions. The whole dimensions are the basis for space, time,
and subjective experience (the body/soul).
The ten partial dimensions are, essentially, rays: lines that begin at
a point and extend infinitely in one direction. Each ray combines with
another to form a line that extends infinitely in both directions. (Since
the rays are called “depths,” we might also choose to think of them as
broader than a line: more like a field, maybe—but we’ll first imagine
them as lines.)
Two rays, called beginning and end, join together to create the
dimension of time (shanah). One direction of the “time” dimension is
“beginning,” and the other direction is “end,” but the dimension of time
is infinite: it has no end in either direction. It is an infinite line along
which every point between “beginning” and “end” can be plotted.
Similarly, two rays, good and evil, join together to create the
spectrum of human experience (body-soul or nefesh). One direction is
“good,” and the other direction is “evil,” but the dimension of subjective
experience is an infinite line along which every point between “good” and
“evil” can be plotted.
It takes six rays—up, down, north, south, east, west—to create
the dimension of space (olam). Each pair of attributes (up/down, north/
south, east/west) creates an infinite line. All together they create a threedimensional space, a kind of infinite cube.
Together, these ten rays delineate the three realms of space, time,
and body/soul, and build a five-dimensional universe. All phenomena
occur within these three realms: the three “books” (to refer back to what
we read in 1:1). We are now invited to open the three books of the cosmos
and plumb their depths.
The language of this passage is poetic and elegant in its simplicity.
The poem also reads like a spell, as if we are summoning the outline
of creation out of the void, just as God once did. Yehuda Liebes notes
that the structure of the language here is similar to the structure of
ancient Hebrew poetry.82 The poetics of the passage convey its message:
the profoundly beautiful and graceful balance of opposites within the
created world.
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A Depth		

עומק

Each of the sefirot is described as an omek. Omek means a “depth” as
in a profundity or a mystery, but also a literal depth, as in a valley.83 One
can enter into the depth of study, as in the Talmud’s tractate Megillah
where Joshua spends the night “in the depths of the law.” One can also
enter a feature of the landscape that is a depth.84
The choice of the word omek/depth continues Sefer Yetzirah’s consistent
fascination with empty space.85 The ten “depths” are not solid entities;
“depth” is by its nature empty. The divine creative power can come
“through” a depth, can fill a depth the way water fills a valley.
It also may be significant that the Aramaic word umkah is used
for the foundation of a building.86 If each depth is a “foundation,” then
the whole cosmic structure is a house. This house is “founded” on its
five-dimensional hollow frame.87 Its center is the Divine’s dwelling-place.
In other words, our passage describes the cosmos as a universe-sized
Temple. Ronit Meroz writes: “The very structure of the world… indicates
its holiness!”88
The emptiness of “depth” has a uterine fecundity to it, as if the
ten sefirot form a womb space. Feminist scholar Kathryn Silverstein
defines depth as “an expansive interiority, a space of possibility.”89 She
applies this definition to our passage by noting: “the word ‘engrave’…
highlights the paths as avenues of potentiality, rather than substance.
One can perhaps envision the figuration of depth here as the emptiness
of possibility… In linking these sefirot together, the Sefer Yetzirah subverts
any clear divide between divinity, temporality, and corporeality.”90 The
positioning of these ten “depths” in relationship to one another, with
God at the center, gives the Divine, and also the human being, a web-like
network of channels of creative possibility, each one intersecting the next.
By extension, God intersects with the created world.
Christian feminist theologian Catherine Keller offers a definition
of depth that signifies “a layered complexity, a multidimensionality
of becoming, in which differences are neither kept separate (as in a
clearly bounded dyad of Creator/creature) nor fused (as in a pantheistic
substance) but held in contrast.”91 If we apply this understanding to our
passage, we can posit that this passage within Sefer Yetzirah supports a
multidimensional view of existence, in which human experience and
divine experience are not entirely separate or joined but rather overlap
via a shared network of dimensional “depths.”
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Seeing the passage as a prompt for meditation, Aryeh Kaplan offers
this visualization:
Attempt to picture an infinity of time in the past. Let the
mind travel back to a moment ago, an hour ago, a day ago,
a year ago, continuing until you reach a level where you
are trying to imagine an infinity ago. Then do the same
with regard to the future…. In this matter, one gradually
trains the mind to depict the infinite.92
Peter Hayman describes the goal of this passage as “thinking God’s
thoughts after Him.” Looking at 1:13, Hayman identifies the desire of the
text as “to experience imaginatively what it is like to be God.”93 So too,
in this passage, the reader positions him or herself at the center of the
universe and looks down all the infinities, taking God’s perspective.
This passage is perhaps where the meditative and the magical meet.
Magical practice tends to envision spiritual power in the hands of the
practitioner. By allowing the reader to imagine God’s creative power, the
text invites the reader to envision spiritual power in their own hands.

From God’s Holy Dwelling

ממעון קדשו

There appears to be a central point where all the infinite “depths”
meet, and Sefer Yetzirah calls this central point ma’on kodsho, God’s holy
dwelling. Ma’on kodsho, “God’s holy habitation,” typically means the
Temple. Section 1:7 imagines the Divine in a house at the center of the
universe, ruling over all dimensions from a central point. Ronit Meroz
writes of this text: “The Holy Tabernacle serves as the axis mundi.”94
As Yehuda Liebes writes, “The God of Sefer Yetzirah is found in
being.”95 God is in the midst of the world, and the practitioner seeks God
within creation.
This house where God lives rests on the hollow depths of the sefirot.
This image of a solid entity resting on hollow depths echoes 1:4, in which
we hear “stand each thing on its clarity/absence.” Moreover, the image
reminds us of a Talmudic legend that hollow tunnels ran beneath the
Temple: tunnels known as the shittim or foundations. According to this
legend, the tunnels went down to the tehom, the primordial depths.96
Similarly, the author(s) of this passage imagine God’s cosmic Temple as
permeated by hollow depths. As Liebes writes, “The foundations of the
world and the foundations of the Temple are one.”97
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And Out to Eternity		

ועד עדי עד

From the center, one can look down any one of the rays of the sefirot
into infinity. This perch at the cosmic center is meant to transform us, to
change our way of perceiving and knowing. Joseph Campbell wrote: “The
center of the world is the axis mundi, the central point around which
all revolves. The central point of the world is the point where stillness
and movement are together. Movement is time, but stillness is eternity.
Realizing how this moment of your life is actually a moment of eternity…
this is the mythological experience.”98 In offering us God’s perspective,
the text welcomes us into a mythic experience in which we understand
ourselves as part of a larger cosmos.

Figure 1. The five cosmic dimensions of the sefirot: space (the six directions),
time (beginning-end), and body-soul (good-evil).
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Practice: The Depths
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are looking down into a well.
This well contains all space and time
and all beings that have ever been.
Look into the well
and see the past that shaped you.
Look into the well and see the future you are shaping.
Look into the well and see what is above you.
Look into the well and see what is below you.
Look into the well and see the good in your life.
Look into the well and see what is harmful in your life.
Look into the well and see your life as an integrated whole.
Look into the well and see the sacred center.
Look into the well and see yourself at the center.
What do you feel and know
at the center of all things?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Until Eternity
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are in a tunnel.
The tunnel is infinite
and goes on forever in both directions.
Look down the tunnel in one direction.
What do you see or feel?
Now, look down the tunnel in the opposite direction.
What do you see or feel?
Now, bring your attention to the center of the tunnel, the midpoint.
What do you find here
at the center of the tunnel?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:8 · The Flash of Lightning
עשר ספירות בלימה
צפיתן כמראה הבזק
ותכליתן אין להם קץ
ודברו בהן כרצוא ושוב
ולמאמרו כסופה ירדופו
ולפני כסאו הם משתחוים
Ten inscriptions of the void:
Their appearance has the look of lightning
and their end—they have no end.
God’s word in them
is like “running and returning.”
They chase after God’s utterance like a whirlwind
and bow before God’s throne.

T

his passage seems to be one of the “instructions” that helps us to
understand how to contemplate the sefirot. As Ronit Meroz notes,
this passage suddenly upends what we thought we knew, and suggests a
completely new way of looking at the sefirot.
In the book of Ezekiel, we hear of the chayot hakodesh, the angelic
creatures bearing the Divine chariot: vehachayot ratzo vashov kemareh
habazak—“the creatures were running and returning like the appearance
99
of lightning.” Sefer Yetzirah borrows this image to describe the sefirot. The
sefirot are not simply stationary features in the architecture of space and
time. They are not only the walls of the world. They also move, and God’s
word moves in them. The sefirot channel the oscillation of the Divine
word, as it travels from the one to the many and back again.
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The Look of Lightning		

כמראה הבזק

In the previous passage, we heard that the divine dwelling place
is at the center of the sefirot, so that the sefirot reach out in endless rays
from the divine. The hollow sefirot and the engraved letters seem meant to
conduct divine energy, power, or intention throughout the cosmos. Our
current passage tells us that these ten rays are in fact infinite, and that
they have the “appearance of lightning.” It seems that they are flashes
of energy, or that flashes of energy appear in them, moving back and
forth. God’s word, like lightning, flashes from the sacred center, moves
through the depths of the sefirot and out into their endless reaches, and
returns to the sacred center. Sefer Yetzirah calls this movement “running
and returning.”
The use of lightning to describe the sefirot is evocative. Physicist
Kared Barad writes: “Lightning is a reaching toward, an arcing dis/
juncture, a striking response to charged yearnings.”100 Lightning arises
from “electrical potential buildup and flows of charged particles.”101 While
the physics of lightning may not have been available to the author(s) of
this text, the flash of lightning certainly was. The lightning that moves
within the sefirot is very much like a flow of charged particles, an electrified
reaching toward divine presence.
Ronit Meroz understands this section to be describing the sefirot
as a group of angels, similar to the “holy beasts” in Ezekiel who bear
the divine throne. Meroz argues that beings that can “bow” before God
must be “personified” supernatural beings—angels, in the form Jewish
tradition usually understands angels, rather than anything “abstract.”
Meroz writes: “It is the angels who always set out on God’s mission, and
of whom one may therefore say that ‘his word is in them.’” Meroz asserts
that the sefirotic angels have “humility and reverence” for God—they are
entities capable of having a personal attitude toward the Divine.102
Yet are the sefirot truly personified? God’s word in these beings does
not “command,” but rather “runs and returns”—the sefirot are conduits,
not servants. Perhaps we might call them angels, but they are also hollow
endless entities, and the divine word runs and returns in them like an
electric current through a charged wire. They may be conscious, but they
hardly seem like Michael or Gabriel. It may be that the sefirot bow not (or
not only) because they are reverent in a personal way but because they are
channels sensitive to the movement of divine creative power. The bowing
of the sefirot is a theotropism of the whole universe.
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The sefirot act as a collective—they are a multiplicity with a single
purpose. They move together after God’s word, and they bow together
before God’s throne. These multiple forces are channels for one “singular
master.” Yehuda Liebes indicates that many of the sections of Chapter 1
start with multiplicity and end with oneness, as if to show the reader how
all is drawn toward the One.103

Running and Returning

כרצוא ושוב

When we think of God’s word “running and returning,” one can
almost imagine God’s utterances as a tide that moves in and out within
the architecture of the sefirot. The sefirot themselves are not rigid and
immobile, but rather are animate, organic receptacles for a fluid divine
will. Alive to God’s desires, the sefirot move to follow God’s word.
Sefer Yetzirah is trying to explain how space and time respond to the
divine will. The sefirot attempt to emulate God’s word, yet the perfection
of God’s intention can never be fully realized. The physical universe, as
embodied in the ten sefirot, cannot fully manifest divine will but can only
“chase after it.”
This exactly mirrors God’s relationship with the human mind.
In 1:5, we were told: “If your heart runs, return to the Place, for the
sacred text says ‘running and returning.’” God’s movement within the
world is like the movement of thoughts within the mind: periphery to
sacred center, sacred center to periphery. The meditating consciousness
chases after God yet bounces back to the periphery of awareness. The
movement of the sefirot and the movement of the consciousness are one.
The distractibility of the mind, and its potential for refocus, echoes the
fleeting way God’s presence appears in the world.
Yet the process of distancing and returning, which introduces
imperfection, also allows for movement. It is the running and returning
that fills life with infinite variety and possibility rather than leaving it
to stagnate or simply dissolve back into oneness. This movement from
oneness to fragmentation and back again is the basis for creativity, both
divine and human.
Meroz imagines that this passage expresses the desire of its author
“to join the dance of the angels… he seeks the fragile, tempting and
fascinating experience of that which is not and which is, the belimah on
which the world is suspended.”104 The reader, encountering this longing,
also longs to run and return between the finite and the infinite, to be a
channel for the lightning of God’s presence.
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Like a Whirlwind		

כסופה

The sefirot “chase after God’s word like a whirlwind (sufah).” This
image depicts the ferocious oscillation of the sefirot and continues to evoke
the image of a lightning storm. The sefirot do not only move back and
forth in a line: they whirl, flash, branch like lightning.
The word sufah is a biblical word. Isaiah and Jeremiah both use this
word to describe the wheels of the divine chariot.105 That the text chooses
this precise word cannot be an accident. The sefirot are the wheels of the
divine chariot, moving in response to God’s direction. The architecture of
the universe is God’s ever-moving vehicle. A whirlwind implies a round
movement. This contrasts with the “cube” of the sefirot and shows us that
the universe’s dimensions are not stationary and angular but organic and
alive.
The term sufah is also a play on words. It hints at sof (end). The
creatures follow God’s word as if there is an end to reach, though both
the sefirot and God are infinite. Thus there is a tension between finite (sof)
and infinite (ein sof). The word sof is also a play on suf, reed, The sefirot
are like hollow reeds, channeling God’s will and bending in the storm of
God’s wind.

Practice: The Flash of Lightning
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Lightning flashes before you.
As you observe, the lightning becomes ten creatures:
the sefirot.
The lightning creatures
move in a circle.
They bow toward its center.
As the lightning flashes again, it reveals
what is at the center of the circle.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: A Reed in a Whirlwind
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are a hollow reed
among other reeds.
A strong wind blows.
You bend in the wind.
Feel the power of the wind
as it moves you
and all the other reeds.
Let yourself surrender
as you bow in the wind.
What do you feel
as you let the wind bend you?
When the wind stops,
return to your place
among the other reeds.
See what the wind has left
in the hollow within you.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:9 · The First Sefirah:
Divine Breath
עשר ספירות בלימה
אחת רוח אלוהים חיים
זו היא רוח הקדש
Ten ethereal inscriptions.
One:
Breath of the Living God—
She is the Holy Spirit.

C

hapter 1 now embarks on a creation story in which the first four
sefirot unfold from one another, thus making the world. God becomes
the artist (or maybe the lover, depending on how you read the language)
of the elements, engraving elemental diversity into the fabric of existence.
The breath of the Divine becomes the four winds and the mortal breath
of all life. The Divine then shapes wind into water, molds water into fire.
God then seals this elegant creation by means of the six final sefirot: the
six directions.
In 1:7, we were told that the ten sefirot are beginning, end, good, evil,
north, south, east, west, up, and down. We have called this the dimensional
version. In this new rendition, the first four sefirot are divine breath,
breath/wind, water, fire, north, south, east, west, up, and down. While
the dimensional version of the sefirot shows us ten coequal sefirot in an
architectural structure, the elemental version shows us one sefirah arising
from the next. The first is about structure, the second about process.

One, Breath of the Living God

אחת רוח אלוהים חיים

The first of the sefirot is the breath/wind/spirit of God, or ruach Elohim
chayyim. (Ruach, in Hebrew, has all of these meanings, and is translated
throughout the book as one of the three, depending on context.) This
divine breath is reminiscent of the “wind of God hovering on the face
of the water” (ruach Elohim merachefet al pnei hamayim) in Genesis 1:2. It also
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reminds us of the breath that God blows into Adam to bring the first
human to life:
YHWH God formed the earth-being (the adam) from the
dust of the earth, and blew into his nostrils the breath of
life (nishmat chayyim), and the earth-being became a living
being (nefesh chayah).106
In a sense, Sefer Yetzirah is reinterpreting Genesis. Where Genesis
specifies that it is the human that comes to life via God’s breath, 1:9
invites us to envision that God’s breath breathes the entire cosmos. (The
sixteenth century kabbalist Isaac Luria’s image of the divine glassblower
exhaling a breath to expand glass vessels of creation comes to mind.)107
This reinterpretation of Genesis widens the intimate relationship between
God and humanity to include all creation. All things, says the Book of
Creation, begin with God’s breath.
The transcendent breath that begins the chain of sefirot is a
reformulation of the idea that God spoke to create the world. Here, God’s
speech is not just the expression of an abstract intention, but a tangible
breath. Notice how here, Sefer Yetzirah elides the distinction between
creation and the Creator. The breath of the living God is different
from God (since it has been “breathed out”) but it is also part of God’s
substance. The first sefirah is clearly an intermediate entity, much as Ronit
Meroz suggests that Wisdom is an intermediate entity between divine and
mortal.108 It is “holy spirit”—emanated from God and partaking of God’s
nature.

She Is The Holy Spirit		

זו היא רוח הקדש

Kodesh means holiness. Ruach hakodesh can therefore mean “holy
spirit” as in divine inspiration. The Talmud uses ruach hakodesh to describe
the way God inspires prophets to speak—and sometimes it uses the term
to mean God.109 Yet the phrase can also mean “holy wind,” as in the ruach
Elohim, the divine wind that hovered on the face of the water in Genesis
1:2, or “holy breath,” as in God’s breath breathing out creation. The text
takes full advantage of the polysemy of this phrase to imply all three.
There is another resonance in the term “holy spirit.” According
to the Bible and then the Talmud, the holy spirit inspires Betzalel, the
builder of the Tabernacle space, with divine knowledge: “Betzalel knew
how to combine the letters that created heaven and earth, as it says:
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‘And he filled him with the spirit of God (ruach Elohim).’”110 “Holy spirit”
is needed for the creation of sacred space—and here, it is used in the
creation of the cosmic temple.
The holy spirit, Ruach haKodesh, is, grammatically speaking, a She.
Ruach Elohim Hayyim, breath of the living God, is also a feminine term.
This female gendering of divine spirit/breath is consistent with the female
gendering of Wisdom and of the element-letters Aleph, Mem and Shin (i.e.,
the mothers). The other elements in the chain of creation—air, water,
fire—will also turn out to be feminine.
The male God and the female elements form a creative, organic
partnership: in fact, given that the “holy spirit” is a term for God and also
a female element (divine breath), there is no easy distinction between the
male creator and the female elements. It could be said that they are parts
of a divine creative system, rather than separate entities. Once again, we
have multiplicity and oneness.
The kabbalah will later expand the notion of masculine and feminine
aspects of the Divine to include the divine Bridegroom and Bride, Cosmic
Father and Cosmic Mother, and a host of other personae. Here in the
Book of Creation, the facets of creative power are less personalized. God
and the holy wind are not bridegroom and bride, but something wilder
and less human.
Hayman notes there are a variety of expanded versions of 1:9, many
with more masculine-sounding language. For example, a number of
versions add: “His Throne is established of old.” Others add: “Blessed
and twice blessed is His name.”111 Assuming that the briefest text is the
original, perhaps later Jewish copyists or commentators were not so
comfortable with the feminine ring of the language and tried to change it
by adding more masculine phrases. Yet the image remains: God and the
Holy Breath—creator and creatrix.
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Practice: Holy Breath
Close your eyes and breathe out.
As you breathe out,
your breath becomes a being.
As you breathe again,
the being becomes clearer in form.
You can fully perceive him/her/them/it.
The being breathes in what you breathe out.
You breathe out what the being breathes in.
Feel the love and trust
that arises between you
as you share one another’s breath.
If you wish,
you can ask this being a question
and receive an answer.
Or, you can simply breathe in silence,
feeling the connection between you.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Holy Wind
Close your eyes and breathe out.
A wind begins all around you.
It starts as a gentle breeze
and builds to a strong gust.
Let the wind enter your body
and move through you.
Within you
and all around you,
the wind whispers.
Accept what the wind whispers
as a truth,
a gift of the holy wind.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
This practice can be undertaken
outside on a windy day.
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Breath
שתיים רוח מרוח
חקק וחצב בה ארבע רוחות השמים
Two:
Breath from Breath.
He engraved and carved within Her
the four winds of heaven.

T

he second sefirah in the elemental version is ruach meruach: “breath
from breath,” “wind from wind” or “spirit from spirit.” The divine
breath gives rise to (we might even say gives birth to) wind, air, breath,
or spirit. As “divine breath” becomes simply “breath,” the elements move
farther away from their divine source and out into the world. Yet the two
words are identical: breath (the divine version) and breath (the worldly
version) are both ruach. Even in the individuation of breath from the
divine breath, the two remain of the same substance.
God then separates the newly created “breath” into the four winds.
One (God) becomes two (God and Holy Spirit) becomes four (the four
winds). Diversity arises out of oneness. The four winds move out to the
four directions, and the world becomes a wider place.
Creation thus far seems almost without container. God’s wind gives
rise to the world’s winds without any solid earth to provide a place to
stand. In Sefer Yetzirah breath comes first; the world of substance comes
later.

Engraved and Carved

חקק וחצב

Just as in our previous passage, the word for wind or breath, ruach,
is feminine: God carves within “her” the four winds. There is a fecund
quality to this “hollowing” that the ruach undergoes, as if God is making
the wind pregnant with four offspring. The feminizing of the elements
yields subtle yet unmistakable erotic imagery: as the chapter unfolds, God
“engraves” wind, water, and fire and thus engenders a whole world. The
hollow engravings of the Hebrew letters now relates to the hollows in a
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uterine body. When seeded with the right material, these hollows contain
and nurture substance and life.112
There are multiple feminine entities present in this passage. The
divine breath, the earthly air, and the four winds are all feminine, and
their successive generational expansions—as if they are mother, daughter,
granddaughters—show how the Artist gives rise to ever-multiplying
creations. The feminine forces of breath, though they have an element of
passivity in that the god-artist “carves” them, are active partners in that
they make possible the drawing out of one entity from the next. Without
breath there are no words and no letters, and without the letters, the
Creator cannot create.
Sefer Yetzirah, in showing us this image, says something profound:
Eros does not only apply to romance, but also to the creative process. Sefer
Yetzirah here intimates that God’s creation is not devoid of emotion or
desire: it is an intimate act of love and pleasure. So too, the human who
creates may find delight and yearning.

The Four Winds of Heaven

ארבע רוחות השמים

Peoples around the world, from the Lakota to the Mongols, invoke
the four directions as a structure of creation, a way of including all places
in a unity. The “four winds of heaven” or “the four winds of the sky” also
appear in the Bible, in the book of Zechariah.113 In Zechariah, the winds
present themselves before the divine throne, embodied in four chariots.
They are God’s messengers to the far reaches of the world. The four winds
are also reminiscent of the four rivers that flow out of Eden to water
the regions of the world.114 Later, the Babylonian Talmud speaks of God
being crowned115 “above and below and in the four winds of heaven”—in
other words, everywhere.
The four winds are a language for the sum total of the diversity of
creation. The breath that is One divides into the breath of Many. It is this
flow from One to Many and back again that 1:10 is training us to observe,
when it invites us to follow in our mind’s eye the journey from divine
breath to the four winds.116
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Practice: Breath from Breath
Close your eyes and breathe out.
See, hear, and feel before you
the ruach hakodesh,
the divine wind, the holy breath.
This divine wind
divides
and becomes four winds.
Each of the four winds
has a face.
Let each face
greet you
and make itself known to you.
What do you meet
in the faces of the four winds?
Now, the four winds
become one divine wind again.
The divine wind now also has a face.
Encounter this face
that unifies the four winds.
The face breathes into yours,
filling you with its unity.
Feel what happens
as you breathe the divine breath
that holds the four winds of the world.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: The Four Winds
Close your eyes and breathe out.
See that the four winds
carry your breath
to all living beings on earth.
Mammals, insects, birds, fish, trees
all breathe your breath.
The four winds bring their breath back to you.
You are breathing the breath
of all life on earth.
When they breathe out,
you breathe in.
When you breathe out,
they breathe in.
Breathe out.
Breathe in.
Feel how the four winds join you
to all living things.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Water
שלש מים מרוח
חקק וחצב בהם תוהו ובוהו
רפש וטיט
חקקן כמין ערוגה
הציבן כמין חומה
סיככן כמין מעזיבה
Three:
Water from Wind.
He engraved and carved in Them
chaos and void,
mud and clay—
engraved Them like a kind of garden,
carved Them like a kind of wall,
wove Them like a kind of ceiling.

I

n the third stage of creation, ruach (here translated wind) gives birth to
Water. Water is the third of the sefirot.117 Out of water, God forms earth.
Out of earth, God carves and weaves a world that will hold all life. This
house-like or basket-like earth-structure is enclosed, with walls and a
ceiling. This womb-like container God creates is “like a kind of garden”—
ready for life to enter it.

Water from Wind

מים מרוח

The wind, or the breath, now produces another elemental generation:
the water. There is some question as to whether the “wind/breath” (ruach)
that creates the water is divine wind/breath (that is, the first sefirah), or
earthly wind/breath (that is, the second sefirah). If the sefirot derive from
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one another in a chain, one to the next, then it must be the earthly wind
from which water derives.

In Them

בהם

The waters are the first of the elements to be plural rather than
singular. However, they are not plural in every manuscript.
Hayman notes a variety of manuscripts that read “God engraved
and carved in her” (bah). In other words, water, like breath/wind, is yet
another feminine element. In the manuscripts where water is plural,
sometimes “God engraved and carved in them” is feminine plural (bahen)
and sometimes is masculine plural (bahem).
Hayman suggests that “in them” (masculine plural) is the earliest
recoverable text—and in fact it is also the grammatically correct
construction for water (mayim) which in Hebrew is masculine plural.
That makes it even more fascinating that many texts use a feminine
singular or feminine plural for water (bah or bahen), despite this not being
grammatically correct. Those who copied or edited the manuscript could
sense the intention of the text to describe the elements as female. In fact,
the later verbs that have water as their object (asa’an/He made Them,
etc.,) also to refer to water.
The plurality of water in many versions of the text emphasizes that
God pairs with multiple elemental partners to create the world. God is
an artist with many media. Or, God is a lover with many beloveds. The
impression we receive is not of a deity with a single divine or mortal
consort, but a succession of relationships built with many substances.
God’s eros with the world (which itself is a divine entity) multiplies
exponentially as the creative process unfolds.
This creation story offers the human creator a model for erotic
relationship with the world. We are not to cling to one form of creation,
one vessel for deity. Rather, we are to find new potential in each encounter
with the world. Annie Dillard writes of this erotic relationship with the
present moment, saying: “Every day is a god, each day is a god, and
holiness holds forth in time… I wake in a god. Someone is kissing me—
already. I wake, I cry, ‘Oh.’ I rise from the pillow…. Today’s god rises, his
long legs flecked in clouds.”118

Chaos and Void, Mud and Clay

תוהו ובוהו רפש וטיט

Tohu vavohu or chaos and void are the Hebrew words used to describe
the formless state of creation in Genesis 1, before the Divine began to
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create the world: “The earth was without form and void, and wind of God
hovered over the waters.” Sefer Yetzirah offers a midrash or interpretation
of this text: when Genesis says: “a wind of God was hovering on the face
of the waters,”119 it means that “wind” gave rise to “water” and carved
into that water the primordial earth. In Isaiah 57:20, the sea precipitates
“refesh vetit,” mud and clay—a similar case of earth arising out of water.
The mud and clay suggest a fluid earth that God can shape at will.
Itamar Gruenwald, a translator of the Sefer Yetzirah, believes that
the words “chaos and void, mud and clay” and the phrases that follow,
are a later addition to Sefer Yetzirah—he argues that these phrases are
more elaborate and stilted than the usual language of Sefer Yetzirah.120 The
phrase kemin (“a kind of”) has a rabbinic ring to it, as when a rabbinic
text suggests that it is “as if” (ke’ilu) God has hands. This possibly added
language is perhaps meant to include the element of earth within the
element of water, to harmonize Sefer Yetzirah’s elemental system with a
four-element system that includes earth.
Yet water is associated with earth elsewhere in the Sefer Yetzirah—
notably in chapter three, where fire forms heaven and water forms
earth. So it is perhaps not accurate to say that water was not originally
associated with earth in the earliest sources or versions of Sefer Yetzirah.
The association between water and earth seems to be an intrinsic quality
of the book as it has been composed. Earth is not dust, but mud.
This implies that the earth is not as solid as it looks. The solidity
of the world, we soon learn, comes from the seals God has set in place
around it. Were it not for these seals, the world would perhaps leak away
into the void. For Sefer Yetzirah, the elements are always in motion.
This image holds meditative insight. If the elements are always in
motion, then the contemplative must always be ready to shift perspective.
Just as the sefirot are running and returning, flashing like lightning, the
one who meditates must be prepared for radical shifts in what he or she
experiences.

Engraved Them Like a Kind of Garden חקקן כמין ערוגה
Carved Them Like a Kind of Wall
הציבן כמין חומה
Wove Them Like a Kind of Ceiling
סיככן כמין מעזיבה
Out of the watery mud, God now engraves121 a world—a “garden,”
as in the garden of Eden. As in many other passages of Sefer Yetzirah, the
world is not an open space but a house-like space that God encloses. Water
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is the floor, walls and ceiling for the cosmos.122 It is as if a terrarium has
been placed inside a giant muddy raindrop.
The verbs here that describe the making of these watery borders
are “made them” (asa’an), “carved them” (chatzivan or chatzavan, depending
on the manuscript), and “wove them” (sikhekhan). The final verb means
to interlace or entangle, and is related to the word schach, the entangled
branches placed on top of the harvest booth at the festival of Sukkot.123 In
other words, God is basket-weaving: creating interlaced walls that will
hold the newly made world. “Carving” and “making” are already words
we expect in Sefer Yetzirah, but “weaving” is new.
The image of God basket-weaving is surprising: it evokes weaving
a wicker basket. We could even compare this image to Moses’ mother
Yocheved weaving a basket so her infant can float on the Nile in Exodus
2. God floats the human world on a great flood of waters just as Yocheved
floats her baby on the vast river. The language of “engraved” is softened
and complicated by the inclusion of “wove.” “Wove” suggests interlacing,
overlapping, entanglement.
There is something relevant and contemporary about the notion
of “entanglement” as a mode of creation. John Preskill, a theoretical
physicist, writes: “Everything points… to space being emergent from deep
underlying physics that has to do with entanglement.”124 Entanglement, in
physics terms, means that particles are found to have correlated attributes
such that they act not as individual particles but as an inseparable whole.
Sefer Yetzirah provides us with a spiritual language to talk about the
entanglement of entities and relations that is inherent to our world.
The word maazivah, translated here as ceiling, means a concrete
pavement that serves as a ceiling and also may serve as a floor for the
story above.125 This word feels very specific. The ceiling of the created
world has another story above it, and below it as well. The world humans
live in is only one layer of the house. Outside the walls God has made, a
larger, chaotic, cosmos looms. This is why God must seal the newly made
world within its woven borders.
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Practice: Like a Kind of Garden
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Before you, a drop of water
condenses and hangs in the air.
The inside
of this drop of water
is visible to you
in all of its minute detail.
Inside the drop of water,
a world appears.
Earth spreads out. Plants grow.
Creatures emerge.
All forms of life appear.
Each time you breathe on the drop,
the image clarifies.
The world is contained
within this drop of water.
Reach out and take this drop,
this infinite blessing,
in your hand.
What do you feel and understand
as you hold this garden of life
in your hand?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Water from Breath
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Your breath becomes a mist.
The mist surrounds you.
The mist becomes a stream of water.
The stream flows around you,
cleansing and renewing,
washing away any detritus
or impediment that clings to you.
When all has been cleansed,
the stream becomes a mist again.
The mist dissolves.
You feel clear and new
after your immersion in these waters.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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ארבע אש ממים
חקק וחצב בה כסא הכבוד
וכל צבא מרום
שכך כתוב
עשה מלכיו רוחות
משרתיו אש לוהט
Four:
Fire from Water.
He engraved and carved in Her
the Throne of Glory
and all the heavenly hosts,
for so it is written:
He makes the winds His messengers,
flaming fire His ministers.

H

aving shaped the earth via water, the Creator now draws forth
fire from water, in order to shape the heavens: the divine throne
and all the angels. The passage quotes Psalms 104:4—“He makes the
winds His messengers, flaming fire His ministers”—as a proof of its
claim. Presumably Sefer Yetzirah understands the prooftext to affirm the
elemental chain of being from wind to fire, as well as the idea that angels
are made of flame.
We should note two things: first, the heavens are part of the creation
story—they are not treated as some other world but as part of this one.
Second, in Sefer Yetzirah, creation moves from earth to heaven and not vice
versa. Here and in Chapter 3, the element of earth (water) is mentioned
before the element of heaven (fire). For Sefer Yetzirah, the earth comes first.
God’s primary place as creator is not in the heavens; God only takes a
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seat there late in the process. The Creator is most deeply invested, not in
heavenly realms, but in the physical universe.

Engraved and Carved in Her
All the Heavenly Hosts

חקק וחצב בה
וכל צבא מרום

Like the divine spirit and the wind, the fire is feminine, and God
engraves “in her” the attributes of the celestial realm. The carving and
engraving of the fire gives us a view of God as a blacksmith as well as
a lover. We could see the fire as a forge where God shapes the heavenly
throne. Or, we could imagine that fire conceives from the Creator and
gives birth to the stars and all the heavenly hosts.
The water gives birth to the fire that is its opposite. The sky’s light:
sun, moon, stars, angelic hosts—contrasts with the earth’s darkness: water,
soil. The tension of opposing elements, as well as their partnership, exists
from the world’s beginning,126 yet the tension is defused in favor of a
dynamic cooperation. With the Creator’s help, great-grandmother (divine
breath), grandmother (air), mother (water), and daughter (fire) go on
proliferating from one another. The first four sefirot provide a dance floor
for the many creations yet to come.

Winds His Messengers

מלכיו רוחות

It is no accident that Sefer Yetzirah quotes a biblical text in which
the elements seem alive. We might say that “He makes the winds His
messengers, flaming fire His ministers” is a poetic phrase and does
not literally mean that the wind is a conscious worker on behalf of the
Divine—but we might also say that the biblical text suggests a universe in
which all things are animate and in service to holiness, even the wind.
Sefer Yetzirah, in quoting this text in reference to angels, is suggesting
that the elements themselves are angelic—that wind and fire are
messengers of divine creativity. This is entirely consistent with the book’s
depiction in 1:8 of the sefirot as “chasing after God’s utterance.” In its
description of the creation of fire, the passage asserts that the elements
that we experience all around us are God’s messengers to us. The world
is animate and charged with purpose.

Fire from Water

אש ממים

If we consider the book’s genre as ritual rather than narrative, we
may come to imagine that the progression of the four elements, as it
is written down in these passages, is meant to be enacted rather than
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merely read. That is, a practitioner could re-enact the creation of the
world by invoking the four elements of divine breath, wind, water, and
fire. The beginning of the ritual would in some way evoke God’s holy
spirit, and then human breath and/or the four winds, water (perhaps
with earth added), and fire would be progressively introduced (either via
pronouncing their names or by encountering the actual substances). The
text of these four sections could be used as a liturgy for this ritual.
If we read the progression of the elements as a liturgy, it is significant
that we end up with the divine throne. This could be a reason why fire is
last rather than first. The unfolding of creation brings us face to face with
the divine presence on the throne and with the elements that are God’s
angels. That encounter leads us directly to the next passage of the book
and the next part of the ritual, in which God will stand at the center of
the universe to seal the world and protect it.

Practice: Divine Throne
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Before you is a fire.
Out of the fire
a throne arises.
Heavenly hosts surround it.
The Creator arrives to sit upon the throne.
The Creator invites you
to sit on the heavenly throne.
What do you see from this vantage point?
What do you learn
from the perspective of the divine throne?
Step down off the throne.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Firelight
Close your eyes and breathe out.
Find in your body
a place where your life-force is strong.
See and feel within this place
a bright and powerful flame.
Feel the warmth of this flame
as it spreads through your body.
What feeling arises
as you sense the flame within?
What action or intention
does the flame invite in you?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Practice: Fire from Water
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are plunging your hands into a pool.
From the pool, you draw out a handful of water.
In your cupped hands, the water becomes a jewel.
The jewel bursts into flame.
The flame does not burn you.
You hold it up
and it lights up everything around you.
This flame reignites
all the light in the world
that has gone out.
See and feel the hope
that has been reignited
by this fire drawn from water.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:13 · The Fifth through Tenth Sefirot:
The Six Directions
Five: God sealed Above
and faced upward
and sealed it with Yud Heh Vav.

חמש חתם רום
פנה למעלה
וחתמו ביהו

Six: God sealed Below
and faced downward
and sealed it with Yud Vav Heh.

שש חתם תחת
פנה למטה
וחתמו ביוה

Seven: God sealed East
and faced front
and sealed it with Heh Vav Yud.

שבע חתם מזרח
פנה לפניו
וחתמו בהוי

Eight: God sealed West
and faced behind
and sealed it with Heh Yud Vav.

שמנה חתם מערב
פנה לאחריו
וחתמו בהיו

Nine: God sealed South
And faced to the right
and sealed it with Vav Yud Heh.

תשע חתם דרום
פנה לימינו
וחתמו בויה

Ten: God sealed North
and faced to the left
and sealed it with Vav Heh Yud.

עשר חתם צפון
פנה לשמאלו
וחתמו בוהי
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H

aving created and ordered the elements into a world, the Creator
now stands at the center of the universe and performs a sealing
ritual to make the world a safe place for life. “Sealing” is a magical practice
of firming up a created reality or rendering a space free from negative
influence. Both may be occurring here. The Creator moves around the
cosmic stage, using six combinations of the letters of the divine name to
seal the six directions. These six directions are the final six sefirot—the
final elements in the frame of the cosmos.
Peter Hayman writes: “There are two principal images of God in
Sefer Yetzirah: the Great Artist and the Great Magician… We have God
standing in the middle of what was to become the universe and sealing
its boundaries with the six possible combinations of the three constituent
letters of the Divine name YHWH.”127 This sealing approximates the work
of a magician or sorceress conducting a spell. Yehuda Liebes concurs:
“God appears like a magician who confines the sefirot [to their assigned
boundaries] with the help of a seal composed of holy names.”128
The space sealed by the six directions is not called a temple, yet one
cannot help feeling that it corresponds to the “holy dwelling place” at the
center of the created world in Chapter 1:5, and to the “holy Temple set in
the center” that will be described in Chapter 4:4. Hayman refers to this
cosmic temple-space as God’s “power-house,”129 and expresses that this
“cosmic Temple” image appears in Philo and Josephus. Rabbinic texts
allude to this concept in their image of the beit hamikdash shel maalah or
the heavenly Temple. Since God seals from the center, God is within this
cosmic temple along with all creation.
In a variety of sources, the directions play a significant role in both
earthly and cosmic Temples. I Chronicles describes the keepers of the
four gates of the Temple: “The gatekeepers were on the four sides: east,
west, north, south.”130 Hayman notes that the Temple Scroll found at
Qumran depicts a Temple with four inner gates—north, south, east, and
west—and twelve outer gates (similar to the twelve diagonal boundaries
mentioned in Sefer Yetzirah 5:2). The Book of Enoch describes the heavenly
temple as having the “twelve openings of the four heavenly directions.”
Josephus describes the Temple as having four directional gates: north,
south, east, and west.131
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There is a rabbinic parallel with God’s sealing ritual in 1:13:
How did the Holy One of Blessing create the world? Rabbi
Chanina said: The Eternal took two balls, one of fire and
one of water, and worked them into each other, and from
these the world was created. Rabbi Chanina said: Four
balls, for the four corners of the universe. Rabbi Hama
said: “Six, for the four corners and one for above and one
for below…. Stretch out your hand to east, west, north, and
south. Even so was the work of creation before the Holy
One.132
In this fifth-century Midrash, God creates the world by mingling
the substance of fire and water, or mingling the substance of the four
directions, or mingling the substance of the six directions. The similarity
between the elemental and directional image evoked by the Midrash and
our Sefer Yetzirah passage is notable. If a fifth to seventh century date is
correct, the two are roughly contemporaneous, which suggests that the
view of God as a magician who created using the elements and directions
was more widespread than just one text or community.
What lies outside the sealed boundaries of the elemental/directional
cube? The text carefully does not say. Yet we have been told in 1:11 that
tohu vavohu, formlessness and void, arise out of the water along with the
earth. It may be that this primordial void is what God places outside of
the sealed cube. Liebes specifies: “The intention of the sealing of the
directions is not to separate between the world and God, but to defend
the created world… from the formlessness which is not divinity but
chaos and primordial void.”133 Biblical scholar Jon Levenson writes “The
confinement of chaos rather than its elimination is the essence of creation,
and the survival of ordered reality hangs only upon God’s vigilance in
ensuring that those cosmic dikes do not fail.”134
We know that in the first, dimensional set of sefirot, the depths of
time and space go on forever. It appears that, in setting limits for each of
the six directions, God makes a distinction between the entire cosmos and
the habitable, ordered part of it. Just as an ancient Babylonian Jewish
sorceress would seal a house from demonic powers, God is designating
and protecting a particular “house,” the house that holds all human life,
via this sealing ritual. “What people do to protect their homes from evil
forces, God must have done to protect his universe from the threat of
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chaos.”135 In fact, one incantation bowl seals angels into the four corners
of a house—a similar procedure to sealing the six directions.136
We perhaps now see why the dimensional version of the sefirot in
1:7, and the elemental version in 1:9-12, agree that the final six sefirot are
the six directions. Those six directions are essential to shaping a cosmos
people can live in. Taken together, the six directions indicate the whole
world—just as the letters, taken together, indicate a whole cosmos.
If the text is a ritual, this stage of the ritual calls us to stand in the
center of a sacred circle and seal the six directions. In doing so, we not
only protect our own space but strengthen the cosmic Temple. As readers
gifted with the secret of God’s protective spell, we help hold the shape of
the universe.
The One, here, also refers to God’s holding of the unity of the
universe in contrast to its multiplicity, embodied in the six directions.
Through the act of sealing, the One and the many interface. The One
writes the name of oneness on the walls that represent multiplicity: a
powerful embodiment of the inextricable threads of unity and diversity.

Sealed		

חתם

We can understand the practice of sealing of the universe better
when we compare it to the Jewish Mesopotamian practice of making
incantation bowls to seal a home (a practice contemporaneous with the
writing of Sefer Yetzirah).137 The bowls, written in Aramaic or Syriac, were
often buried at the corners of houses, and were meant to seal the house
and send demons back to the netherworld. The bowls received their power
via the inscription of powerful words: another similarity to Sefer Yetzirah.
The makers of the bowls included women as well as men, and some have
speculated they were mostly women.138
The bowl inscriptions use the language of sealing demons out of the
home. For example:
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Sealed and countersealed are the house, dwelling,
possessions, sons, daughters, cattle, and soul of Ahai son
of Ispandarmid and Ispandarmid daughter of Qiomta his
wife, and all the members of their household. They are
sealed and countersealed from a demon, from a persecutor,
from a male and female idol, from a Lilith… and from
anything evil.
They are sealed and countersealed by the name
Yah YHWH Tzevaot. Amen amen selah, haleluyah
haleluyah.139
The incantation on the bowl is meant to protect the house itself and
everyone in it. Similarly, God’s inscribed incantation is meant to protect
the created world and everything in it. The divine name mentioned,
YHWH Tzevaot, is one of the divine names invoked at the beginning of
Sefer Yetzirah.
The language of sealing is ubiquitous. A bowl from the collection
of the British Museum, reads: “Written, bound, and sealed, and doubly
sealed be the house and threshold of Aban Gusnas son of Anosafrit from
evil spirits and from evil sorceries and from all hateful magic practices…140
Another reads: “Sealed and countersealed and fortified are Ahat, the
daughter of Imma… and Shilta the daughter of Immi—they and their
houses and their children and their property are sealed with the seal-ring
of El Shaddai, blessed be He.”141 One bowl invokes “the seal of the Holy
God”142 and another “the seal of YHWH of Hosts.”143 Incantation bowls
are unusual in Jewish literature in their frequent invocation of sealing:
Scholar Erica Hunter notes that “amulets [of other kinds] rarely invoke
the sealing motif.”144
An incantation bowl meant to expel demons has particular relevance
to our text:
They are bound and sealed, bound by the bond of heaven
and sealed by the seal of earth (isirin b’isra d’shemaya
vechatimin bechatma d’ara), bound by the seven bonds that
are not loosened and sealed by the seven seals that are not
broken… sealed by their foundations (oosheyhon), by the
great seal (chatma raba) that is not loosened.145
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The “bond of heaven and seal of earth” is an image parallel to 1:13’s
image of God sealing heaven and earth. There is reference to a “great
seal” which may be the divine name, the seal upon the entire world.
Yet another bowl mentions: “the great seal by which are sealed heaven
and earth”146 and another asserts: “I am binding you with the bond with
which heaven and earth have been bound.”147 These phrases all allude to
a divine seal of creation: the exact image being offered by our text.
Some Mesopotamian incantation bowls also mention the directions.
For example, Hunter notes a bowl that protects from “sorceries of the
west and east, sorceries of the north and south,” while Moriggi describes
a bowl that reads “north wind and west wind, south wind and east.”148
However, there is a major distinction between the incantation
bowls and the text of Sefer Yetzirah: incantation bowls always mention the
demonic explicitly, and Sefer Yetzirah never does. The effect of this is that
what lies outside the boundaries is mysterious, while what lies inside is
strongly in focus. The book’s passages focus not on what is being kept out,
but the order and beauty of what is being held in.
For the contemporary practitioner, the idea of “sealing” lends itself
to an individual practice of consciously making a bounded space—in
other words, engaging in ritual or meditation that gives us rest, safety,
and structure. Using a “sealing” practice, we can summon a space around
ourselves within which we find serenity.

The Divine Sealed Below

חתם תחת

Sealing the direction of “below” is particularly important. In
searching for rabbinic parallels to the “sealing” narrative, Hayman and
others quote the Talmud story in which King David, while laying the
foundations of the Temple, finds the primordial deep rising toward him:
When David dug the drainpipes [in the foundation of
the Temple], the depths rose and sought to inundate the
world. David said: Is there anyone who knows whether it
is permitted to write the Divine name on a pottery shard,
so that we may throw it into the depths and they will
subside?... He wrote the name on a pottery shard and cast
it into the depths, and the waters in the depths subsided…149
Apparently, the Divine has sealed the world, and kept the primordial
waters out, by imbedding a shard with the Divine name beneath the spot
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that will one day be the Temple. While David is digging the Temple’s
foundations, he dislodges this primordial seal and thus frees the waters.
(In other versions of the legend, it is the foundation stone, the even
hashetiyah, navel of the world, that holds back the deep and that David
dislodges.)150 David acts to replace the divine name that stops up the deep,
and the waters recede. Note the use of a pottery shard: similar to the
ceramic incantation bowls.
Earlier in Tractate Sukkah, we hear a related legend:
The drainage pipes [built under the Temple altar] were
created during the first six days of creation… They are
hollow and descend to the primordial depths (tehom). They
are the handiwork of the Holy One of Blessing. It was
taught in the school of Rabbi Ishmael: Don’t read bereisheit
(in the beginning) but rather bara sheit (God created the
drainage pipes).151
Here, God, not David, is the digger of the pits under the Temple. In
both of these legends, the word for drainage pipes is shittim which means
“foundations.” God digs the world’s foundations beneath the Temple, and
they go down to the primordial deep. The text goes out of its way to
point out that the pipes are hollow—very much like the engraved hollow
channels of the letters, or the “depths” of the sefirot. The otiot yesod or

Figure 2. The six combinations of the letters of God’s name that God uses
to seal the six directions of the world.
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letter-foundations, which are engraved and hollow, should remind us of
the hollow foundation of the Temple.
The sealing of the shittim and the sealing of the six directions have a
similar function: to keep out the primordial depths. The philosopher Paul
Tillich calls these depths: “the form-destroying eruption of the creative
abyss of things.”152 The primordial waters in the David legend and the
unnamed depths outside the six walls created by God’s name both have
these qualities: they are “form-destroying” and thus must be kept out of
God’s world of forms, and yet they are also “the creative abyss of things”—
it is out of these depths that God carves and defines all of reality.

With Yud Heh Vav		

ביהו

Scholar Tzahi Weiss notes that Sefer Yetzirah affirms all twenty-two
letters of the Hebrew aleph-bet as the primary powers of creation.153 Weiss
believes this twenty-two-letter philosophy, though Jewish, arises from a
Syriac Christian milieu in which twenty-two letters were the basis for
divine creation.154 The emphasis on the three mothers (the beginning,
middle, and end of the aleph-bet) seems to be in sync with this twenty-two
letter philosophy.
Weiss notes a separate philosophy, espoused by many rabbinic
midrashim, in which the letters of the divine name (Yud, Heh, and Vav)
are the powers that make creation. This passage, by using combinations
of the letters of the divine name as cosmic seals, seems to support that
philosophy. In fact, many, though not all, manuscripts of Sefer Yetzirah
contain the below paragraph at the beginning of our section. In this
paragraph, the text explains that the letters Yud, Heh, and Vav were chosen
“from among the simple letters” to be fixed in God’s name (i.e., in the
name YHWH) and to seal the six directions.
The Divine chose three letters
from among the simple letters,
in the secret of the three mothers
Aleph Mem and Shin
and fixed them in God’s Great Name
and sealed with them the six directions.
Weiss believes that this added passage was edited into Sefer Yetzirah
early in its development to harmonize the twenty-two-letter philosophy
with the letters-of-the-divine-name philosophy.155 This addition claims
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that Yud, Heh, and Vav though they are the letters of the Name, are not
a separate class of letters but rather from the category of “simple letters”
(peshutot). Their specialness lies in that they are chosen “in the secret of
the three mothers.” In other words, it is the Aleph, Mem, and Shin (the
three mother letters) that are special, and the letters of the divine name
are echoes of them. Elsewhere in the book, these three simple letters are
called fathers, and are said to derive from the mothers. The passage seems
to intend that when we see the divine name YHWH in a prayer or sacred
text, we should understand that the mothers (Aleph, Mem, Shin) are the
secret behind the divine name.
In the sealing spell, the three letters Yud Heh Vav are recombined
to form six different three-letter combinations, and each combination
is assigned to a direction. Sefer Yetzirah does not explain why certain
combinations of the letters of the divine name are assigned to particular
directions, and in fact the different manuscripts have different
combinations assigned to each direction—except that a number of texts
do report the first combination as YHV.156 (The list in this translation
is from a Baghdad manuscript of 1262.157) It might be that Sefer Yetzirah
doesn’t intend for us to ascribe meaning to the particular combinations of
the letters: it is the fact of combining the letters that matters.
The passage also doesn’t explain how God or the reader is to speak
each of the combinations. Tzahi Weiss suggests that, unlike certain
Greek traditions, which understand the vowels as especially holy and
elevated, Sefer Yetzirah diminishes the importance of vowels, and doesn’t
even mention them.158 (The letters of God’s name may represent vowels,
as Scholem and Weiss both point out, but that still doesn’t tell us how to
pronounce them.)159
It might be that the intention was for a student to learn of the
mysteries of the book with a teacher in order to learn how the six
combinations of the letters of the divine name are to be spoken. If this
is so, then the book is meant to be studied with a teacher who leads
the student through the text as a ritual. It is not to be accessible to
anyone who happens to pick it up. A random reader might understand
the concepts, but would not know how to conduct the ritual.
It is also possible that the book is being quite plain here, and that
the letters are not to be pronounced at all but rather to be written. In that
case, one would not need vowels, and the three-letter combinations would
be written as shapes on the “walls” of the cosmos—or of the mind.
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Yet the primary force of the book is that the letters Yud, Heh, and Vav
are not the only powerful letters. Sefer Yetzirah claims in Chapter 2:5 that
“all that is created and all that is spoken comes from a single Name”—and
the twenty-two letters are a name for God. Sefer Yetzirah does not reject the
idea of the power of God’s name, but claims that in reality, all of speech
is the divine name. And if all of speech is the divine name, then to speak
the holy language is to stand in the presence of God.
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Practice: Sealing the Directions
Before you engage this meditation, you will need to learn the six combinations of letters
for the six directions in 1:13 or, alternatively, decide on a single letter or symbol you will
use to seal each of the directions.
Close your eyes and breathe out.
There is a cube around you.
It may be visible or invisible.
It has walls, a ceiling, and a floor.
Reach out to the walls, ceiling, and floor of the cube.
What do they look and/or feel like?
A writing implement appears in your hand.
Reach up to the ceiling.
Feel the vastness of what is above.
Inscribe the seal of the Above.
Reach down to the floor.
Feel the depths of what is below.
Inscribe the seal for the Below.
Reach ahead of you to the eastern wall.
Feel the brightness of the east.
Inscribe the seal for the East.
Reach behind you to the western wall.
Feel the glow of the west.
Inscribe the seal for the West.
Reach left to the northern wall.
Feel the power of the north.
Inscribe the seal for the North.
Reach right to the southern wall.
Feel the power of the south.
Inscribe the seal for the South.
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Return to the center.
Look around at the cube.
Look down at yourself.
What is different?
How have the walls, floor, and ceiling of the cube changed?
How have you changed?
Breathe out and open your eyes.

Practice: God Sealed Above, God Sealed Below
Close your eyes and breathe out.
You are a channel
between heaven and earth.
If you reach upward,
you touch the Above
and feel its vibration.
If you reach downward
you touch the Below
and feel its vibration.
Let the two vibrations
mingle inside you
and become one.
What happens within
as the two vibrations merge?
What happens in the world around you
as the two vibrations merge?
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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Chapter 1:14 · Completing the Ritual
of the Ten Sefirot
אלו עשר ספירות בלימה
רוח אלהים חיים
ורוח מים אש
מעלה מטה
מזרח מערב
צפון ודרום
These are the ten
inscriptions in the void:
breath of the living God
wind, water, fire,
above and below,
east, west,
north and south.

O

ur first chapter ends with a kind of benediction: a recapitulation of
the four elements of divine breath, wind, water, and fire, and the six
directions. These elements and directions form a closing poem: a spell, an
architecture, a coalescing of being out of the void. The substance of the
Divine, breathed out into the created world, has now congealed as the
elements and directions.
The concluding section is not merely a recounting, it is a summoning
of a cosmic network of paths of wisdom. It is a kind of alternate ten
commandments: an elemental ten commandments, a ten commandments
that is a diversity of being. Having named and invoked these ten entities,
we have now formed a ritual space for the twenty-two letters to work their
magic. The twenty-two letters that fill the space formed by the sefirot will
be the focus of Chapter 2.
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Wind, Water, Fire		

ורוח מים אש

We are once again, as if in hindsight, standing beside the Creator
as the Creator reaches out to the directions and to water, fire, and air.
The reader—the adept who learns this creative magic—repeats these ten
inscriptions and learns to invoke their power. Hearing the elements
named, we can easily imagine a Temple being summoned out of the void.
The temple of divine elements is a vast and majestic edifice, a
cosmic temple, far beyond the power and understanding of mortals, yet
Sefer Yetzirah makes the bold offer that we can stand at its center and name
it for what it is.

Practice: Temple of Elements
Close your eyes and breathe out.
See that you are surrounded by four walls:
one of wind, one of water,
one of fire, and one of holy divine breath.
Turn to each wall.
See that inscribed on each wall
is an image, word, or phrase:
a message for you.
Receive the messages that the elements offer.
Now, inspired by these messages,
call wind, water, and holy breath
to fill the space within the walls.
Wind, water, breath and fire
meet one another
and begin to create.
What do the elements create
as they join with one another?
Observe how this creation
enriches you and the world.
Breathe out and open your eyes.
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